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CHAPT2R I
Political Science and Political Fiction
Defense 0£ Fiction
What is politics? Ken still speculate over this age-old
question, despite contemporary efforts to reduce the answer to
quantitative terns* Differences in methodology aside, most
political scientists would agree that politics has something to
do with social power, and that this phenomenon is somehow
different from that physical force which is the subject matter
0f contemporary physics. Harold Lasswell , s view that politics
is the study of "who gets what, when, and how"1 is also widely
accepted, although political scientists would probably disagree
as to what the term means* However, if we can agree that politics
is the study of social power—of gaining, holding, resisting, or
in the anarchist or nihilist sense, destroying it —then politics
touches on every instance of man's interaction in society. Any
expression, reaction, or explanat ion of power on the human con-
dition can be considered implicitly political.
How are we to study these phenomena of social power?
Shall history, mathematics, philosophy, physics, psychology, or
whatever, provide the key? Claims to the authenticity of these
1Harold D. Lasswell, The Political Writings of Harold D.
Lasswe11 (Glencoo, Illinois: The Free Press, 195iJ # 287.
2
"Politics or Commitment?" The Times Literary Supple—nt .
3, 105 (September 1, 1961), 530.
2and other methods are familiar, if not altogether convincing.
Perhaps, in the absence of Truth, political scientists Bust
satisfy themselvee that the nature of their subject natter has
predetermined a failure to attain complete and encompassing
answers. But, whatever the methodology, political scientists
still seek insights into the nature of political man* And, it
is in terms of expressing and explaining him that political
fiction of the past and present provides insight.
At the outset, it must be admitted that political fiction
cannot be studied by classical scientific analysis. An approach
based on the collection and presentation of statistically analysed
data to prove a proposed hypothesis is difficult, if not ludicrous,
when applied to this subject matter. If, then, it is difficult to
demonstrate a relationship between politics and fiction by
scientific technique, is fiction a valid subject for political
investigation? The answer is obvious when one considers that, as
in any study of the abstruse characteristics of men and ideas,
more than enough subjectively interpreted data can be compiled to
Justify an inquiry. A loyalty to political science as a discipline
in no way automatically excludes an investigation of the relation-
ship between poliVcs and fiction, even if that investigation is
made on subjective terms.
While nearly everyone has some interest in fiction as
an art form, the study of fiction in terms of political science
may seem less valid. But political fiction is of prime significance
to political science because of the role it plays in the communica-
tion of ideas. Thus, when fiction expresses a political concept,
it must be considered a form of political fiction and a subject
:*or study by political scientists. This does not imply that
the writers of fiction—short stories, novels, plays or poems-
have political insights* It does assert that they provide a
field of communication which is of value to political scientists.
Admittedly, not all works of fiction that deal with political
ideas and institutions are of equal value to political scientists.
The investigator must exercise the prerogative to pick and choose
among a wide selection of available fiction. In selecting and
evaluating fiction, political scientists acknowledge the literary
standard of plausibility. ^ Stylistically, the author must project
the various political concepts within a relatively acceptable
framework of fiction as a work 01 oirt. Otherwise, the attempt
on the part of the author to depict life is lost, and fiction as
a means of expression is seriously impaired.
The involvement of fiction writers in the expression of
political ideas repeatedly manifests itself in any investigation
of modern literature. For example, fiction has been one of the
most important methods for expressing the plight of the American
Negro. While a thorough investigation of this political phenomenon
would have to include the abolitionist fiction of the pre-Civil
..ar era, it will suffice here to mention examples from the
^James F. Davidson, "Political Science and Political Fiction,"
American Political Science Review . 55 (December, 1961), 859.
^The classic example is Harriet Beecher Stowe's Uncle Tom's
Cabin , published in 1852.
twentieth century.
During the first half of this century, when no at Anericana
refused to recognise the Negro problem, .,illiam Faulkner prophet-
ically incorporated in his fiction a complete picture of the
political alienation of Southern Negroes. In a Banner difficult
to equal in either textbooks or lectures, the Faulkner short story,
"Dry September,'1 ' compels the reader to come to grips with the
gedy of Southern justice. The greatest part of Faulkner's
literary of forts was the const: action of a fictional society
—
To i County— ll /hirh bi incorporated all vital political,
onoaic, %ni social implications mi repercussions. It was
within this fictional framework that he examined the political
suppression of the Negro minority.
In the past decade, the fiction of James Baldwin, Ralr
"llison, and LePoi Jonas,'' among others, has brought noma to
Vhite Arc the frustratic:. f N agross' efforts to secu
equality and the militant urgency of their demands. In somewhat
the tame sense at Faulknar, Baldwin and Allison deal with the
social conditions of American Negroes. I disillusionment
illiam Faulkner, Collector stories of «miff FlM^JfllflT
(New u :ou.3e, Inc., 19'. 3 J, 159-1837
"Faulkner's construction of thia fictional society
—
Toknapetowpha County—was the result of most of his literary
'ort. he most significant examples can be noted in such
short stories as "Red Leaves" and "A Justice" and in such
novels as . v-to-le . The louni and the Furv. avanqulahsi.
... ._
-I t -
7See James Baldwin's ?'obqdy Knows My Name, published in 1962,
and Aaifchar Cour.try. published in 1963: rtalph Allison's The
Ttished in 1953! and LeRoi Jones' The SystemInvisible Man, pubi e c 2 ;
fell, published in 19o5«
reflected in Jones' fiction seems to refute the whole American
political system and to seek a solution in the murky environs of
nihilism.
This discussion of Faulkner and several contemporary Negro
authors serves simply to illustrato the value of fiction in the
communication of political concepts. Thus, fiction can be studied
as one of the methods for the expression of conceptual relation-
ships between political ideas and human experiences. Committees,
tasl- ?crco3, and scientific researchers may illuminate the obvious,
but creatl'/e writers are 3till the more accurate recorders of life.
Jack London and Political Miction
The purpose of this paper is twofold. In the first place,
it is intended to demonstrate the validity of fiction as an area
sf study within the discipline of political science. Secondly,
it is an evaluation of the life and literary works of Jack London.
An analysis of London's fiction reveals a number of valuable
Insights into the American politic il :nic I of the early twentieth
century.
Mh an evaluation of political fiction involves two major
considerations. flrtft is a thorough examination of the writer's
life, his political commitment, and his social environment. Then,
the investigator may embark on a comprehensive analysis of one or
more of the author's fictional works* The particular methodology
employed by political scientists in analysing political fiction
iill be determined by the works involved and t.-.e objectives of
the study. Jack London provides an especially interesting subject
for an investigation of political fiction. During his life he was
exceptionally active in tho arena of practical politics and profess-
ed a high degree of political commitment. Moreover, he produced
a vast amount of fiction, all of which is heavily infuood with
political ideas. London preached the ol of revolutionary
socialism, several recurrent theses in his fiction reveal
cor. i totally alien to socialist Joctri. , the baa and
his fiction present a paradox which seems highly representative
o" American society at the turn of the contui
e development of thesis, a large degree of consider-
ation has been given to an investigation of London , c life. As
v/ith any author, London was able only to writ that whica he knew
and understood. He was a man who rose from tho most humble
beginnings to tho heights of fame and material rewards* Big was,
in fact, one o. jreat success stories of American histor
Partly as a result of hio povorty stricken youth, he had a real
compassion for the American working »!• However, his greatest
source of pride was his own struggle up the social ladder. Thus,
he saw all life as the struggle anion he himself had experienced.
London's political commitment offers a difficult dilemma*
As mentioned, he was, during lifetime, widely regarded as one
ftf the leaders of tbt socialist movement in America. He devoted
great amounts of time, energy, and money to the cause. From his
late teens to the very end of his life, he publicly professed his
support for the inevitable socialist socioty
There are, however, a number of notable characteristics
(or rocurrent thomes) in his fiction which strikingly conflict
with his avowed socialism. The most constant theme in London*
s
fiction is that of extreme individualism which is often mani-
fested in pure narcissism. London consistently- personalised
this ethic of individualism into a high degree of compatibility
with Spencer* I Social Darwinism. In dramatizing his major char-
acters—most are semi-autobiographical—he evolved a sort of New
World Nletzschean superman, infected with the zeal of imperialism,
and tainted by the blight of racism. While promoting the idea of
American assertiveness, London's fiction worshiped violence and
glorified brutality to the end of subduing the inferior peoples
and races of the world.
To provide a detailed analysis of London's fiction, this
paper includes a comparative study of three major novels—The
Sea Wolf . The Iron Heel , and Martin Eden . London claimed that
each of these works was devoted to promoting the socialist cause*
The conclusions reached in this investigation indicate quite the
opposite.
Finally, London's fiction is evaluated in relation to
American society during his lifetime. The conclusion of this
paper suggests that the author's works are highly representative
of American political thinking at the beginning of this century.
Like London's fiction, American society gave tacit concern to
social reform. Its energy and enthusiasm, however, were directed
toward a new aggressiveness in world politics. In pursuit of
new frontiers to conquer, the United States was a nation becoming
aware of power such as the world had never before known. It seems,
then, that Jack London was Influenced by his environment, and in
turn, he Influenced his vast reading public by reinforcing its
6basic nationalistic preconceptions. Today, his fiction provides
those valuable insights into the political thinking of a by-gone
era available only in the reecreatlon of life through the medium
of fiction.
Political rictlon : Limitations and Potential
The study of political fiction has certain limitations
which must be recognised at the outset of any coitent analysis.
Certainly, an investigation of political fiction could not be
considered an autonomous area within the discipline of political
science. While it is one method of approach for analysing and
evaluating the nature of political man, any meaningful conclusions
must be reached within the context of philosophical and behavioral
political science. Fiction must be considered important as a
means of articulation and as a source of political ideas, but
only in dealing with concepts made familiar by previous work in
political research* The evaluation of a political idea in a work
of fiction would not be meaningful without the investigator first
having an understanding of the philosophical basis and historical
context which made the idea valid*
Political fiction does, however, offer political scientists
a totally unique area of investigation* It provides microcosmic
re-creations of complete political relationships* These fictional
worlds are inhabited by politically motivated characters who, in
turn, demonstrate a vital concern with the institutions of
political power* It is the analysis and evaluation of these
fictional characters oscillating around viable political concepts
which Justifies the study of political fiction. The study of
political fiction must be considered a vital tool to political
scientists in augmenting their understanding of the whole of
their discipline*
The subject is politics and the end is communicable under-
standing* The means Vught to be any that contribute* There is a
great need for experience, insight, and correlation, wherever
they are available. Political fiction is one source* It
"illuminates politics as it illuminates all of life: by imposing
an order sufficient to give meaning and flexible enough to impart
the sense of vital contusion*
"
Davidson, 660*
CHAPTER II
The Making of a Writer
Jack London In. ferppectlye
Tht importance of Jack London defies precise evaluation.
He lived and accomplished so much that his life and work offer
unlimited sources for study. But more than anything else, Jack
London was a child of his times. Born in the last quarter of the
nineteenth century, he lived through and vigorously tasted the
first decade and a half of the twentieth century. In his life,
his writings, and his thinking, the whole panorama of emerging
America is revealed— poverty, social reform, social Darwinism,
ethnic pride, imperialism, and even racism. Contrasting as
these factors are, they are all found in his life and work.
Jack London* s life was his greatest story. He lived only
forty years, but they were intensively productive. He was a
writer by desire, not by discipline, itfhat he lacked in formal
education he made up for with enthusiasm. He lived the Horatio
Alger dream, but he preached the proletariat revolution. By his
thirtieth birthday, he was the most widely read author in the
United States, but Just ten years later took his own life in
bitter frustration.
At a writer he was no less complex than as a man. His
9Philip S. ^oner, Jack London: American Rebel (New York:
The Citadel Press, 1947), \
11
literary efforts were constantly burdened by his tendency to
over-write. His verbosity accepted, London's romantic approach
to life captured a vast reading public* His work was exciting*
More significantly, the brutal realism of his style broke the
ground for new realms of literary protest.
In writing about the working class, London radically
departed from the trend of his times* He rejected the concept
of Christian charity for the less fortunate and couched his
criticisr. in terms of exploitation, bread, and revolution. Ke
was not a great political thinker, but he was well enough informed
to see the working relationship between the needs of his day and
the promise of Marxist Socialism. Though never a very convincing
socialist himself, his writings did more to spread the ideas of
socialism in the United States than those of any other American
author. 10
The events of London 1 s life offer obvious proof of his
enormous energy. Yet, there are recurring examples of his
inability to see things through to a happy conclusion. This is
true in his fiction as well as his life. Capable as he was,
whenever responsibilities became too great he would tear off on
an adventure. The conflicts in London 1 s life were evidenced
in his fiction. In order to understand the man who worshipped
Marx, Darwin, Spencer, and Nietssche without any inhibitions of
contradiction, it is first necessary to understand his motivations.
For the sake of brevity, the following biography touches on only
^Donald D. Eghert ami rtow Persons (ed*). Socialism and
American Life (Princeton, N. J.: Princeton University Press,
1952J, I, 60j.
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tht significant •rants of hit life. 11
XZU Childhood of J^ci LopgoR, 1676-1*91
The early life of Jack London is well docuir mted. His
family was never financially secure; in his later life, however,
his ae^ries of a deprived childhood were probably somewhat
exaggerated. He had, througnout his life, a ravenous appetite
for aeat. As an adult, he attributed this to the constant hunger
that he had experienced as a child.
The parentage of London is one of the prime factors in
understanding his paradoxical nature. His mother was Flora
Wellman, a rebel from a middle-class Ohio family.^ A tempera-
mental and domineering woman, she was throughout most of her
life a wor ing spiritualist. London* s father remains somewhat
o r a mystery. It is generally presumed, however, that he was
"Professor" W. H. Chaney, a practicing astrologer, intellectual,
and relatively successful charlatan. There remains a shadow
of uncertainty because Chaney persistently denied having fathered
11For biographical information in this chapter I have relied
largely upon: charmian London, The 3ook of Jack London . 2 vols.
J
Irving Stone, A Sailor on Horseback : Joan London, Jack London and
His Times : and Richard O'Connor. Jack London: a Biography . These
four wor I: s re hereafter cited only to clarify points or particular
interest.
12Richard O'Connor, Jack London: a Biography (Boston:
Little, Brown and Company, 1964), 41.
1
^ Irving Stone, A Sailor on "or cback (Cambridge, Mass.:
The Riverside Press, 1938), 12.
140'Connor, 11.
I
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London. Jack London was given a name after his mother married
John London, a nan of several talents but little ambition. The
wedding was on September 7, 1876, eight months after Jack London
had been born.
*
Jack London 1 s early life has been repeatedly characterised
by hie mother 1 a lack of affection for him. He seems to have been
starved for love. His stepfather was a hard-working man, but
never a good provider. What money John London made above basic
needs was usually lost by Flora on bad investments—tips she
received from the spirit world. As a small boy, London was
often pressed into service by his mother at the seances she
held for fellow spiritualists. These repeated confrontations
with spirits seem to have made the child extremely nervous and
irritable.
At a very early age, probably six years old, he became a
rapacious reader. His earliest recollections include Horatio
Alger* s From Canal Boy to President and Washington Irving
s
Alhambra . neither being the most logical education for a future
socialist. Another significant event at this stage of London f s
development vas the discovery of his own illegitimacy. He claimed
to have overheard a quarrel botween his mother and John London
which revealed to him the circumstances of his birth.
By the time London was ten years old, he had discovered the
Oakland Public Library. It was a discovery which offered him
1 uharmian London, :,,^ ook of Jack London (2vols. ; New York:
The Century Company, 1921), I, 47.
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solace from hie poverty- stricken youth. He mas first attracted
to books about hietory and adventure, but soon began to read
the novels of Flaubert, Melville, Tolstoy, and Dostoevsky. By
the time he vac thirteen he was as well versed in literature as
any college graduates. ^
London 1 s efforts to help support his family began early in
his life* At age eleven he was carrying morning and evening
paper routes* At thirteen he finished grade school and began
working full-time to help feed the family. He did, however,
manage to save bad enough money to buy an old skiff and learn
to sail it on San Francisco Bay* By the time he was fifteen he
was wording ten to sixteen hours a day in a waterfront cannery
at a wage of ten cents an hour. He began to notice the terrible
hopelessness of his fellow workers and feared that he too would
Id
soon become a "work beast"
.
The Formative Years; The Lea. The '/toad. The Klondike. 1291-1398
The life of a cannery worker coon drove London to look for
something better* He quit the cannery, turned to the open waters
o. r>an Francisco Bay, and decided to become an oyster pirate.
He borrowed three hundred dollars and made a down payment on the
sloop "Hassle Dassle," even inheriting the mistress of the former
10pirate-captain. 7 Thus, at only fifteen, London was living a
exeat adventure as a pirate prince ir a world of men. He soon
17o« Connor, 39*
l8JfcU*, 43.
^Charmian London, I, 79.
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developed a taste for big spending and hard drinking, traits
ich followed him to the grave. The pirate life ended after
a particularly long drunk when he almost drowned. He saw it as
a sign to give up the life of crime. His subsequent search for
honest work took him to the other side of the law as a deputy
patrolman for the Fish Patrol.
During his adventures on Can Trancioco Bay, the young
adventurer dtveloped an appetite for the sea. In the winter of
1692, shortly after his seventeenth birthday, London signed on
the eighty-ton schooner "Sophie Sutherland" bound for seal-hunting
20
waters north of Japan. The eight month voyage was one of his
greatest adventures and furnished him with some of his richest
experiences. lie pitted his youth and strength against the angry
sea and the tough men of the sealing fleet and returned with the
confidence of having conquered both.
Upon returning to San Francisco, London found economic
conditions even more depressed than when he had left. He was
soon forced back into the starvation wages of the labor market,
working for ten cents an hour in a jute mill. It was while
wording twelve-hour days in this mill that he scored his first
literary success. He won a twenty-five dollar prize in a short
story contest held by a San Francisco newspaper. The descriptive
article concerned one of his experiences while sailing on the
"Sophie Sutherland" and was entitled "Typhoon off the Coast of
Japan."21
2°Ibli .. 1C9.
2% tone, V7.
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This ninor literary success ignited a latent spark in his
mind *hich told him he should do something better with his life.
The idea kept recurring to him that v e had earned as much *ith
this short article as he did by working two hundrad and fifty
hours on the labor market . His thoughts began to ttirn to
writi:^ as a vocation. '!e left the Jute mill and *ent to *ork
in an electrical plant in hopes of rising to the top of that
new indu?try. "is first job *as at the very bottom—a coalpaessr,
the most back-breaking Job imaginable. He soon became disillusion-
ed with tha uoratio Alger approatn because the work was so hard
and the results so sic.. Thif was the last timo, London decided,
I ho would prostitute himsel" to the labor market for any
reason other than to sustain his writing.
By the spring of 189**, Jack London had left the electrical
plant, undecided as to vhat path to follow. Out of work, the
dependence of his family became unbearable and he once again
sought escape in adventure. This tine it was the widely
publicised march on Washington by the "Industrial Army" of Jacob
S. Coxey. Besides the pure romantic-attraction of the cross
country trip, London sympathised rfith the protest against unemploy-
ment a^d slave wages. I eagerly Joined the ranks of that segment
of the "Industrial Army" which left from San ^rancisco. 2^
The whole march on the capitol was a travesty of miscalcula-
tion, disillusionment, and hardship. The ranks of the "Industrial
22?uth Franchere. Jac< London: the Pursuit of a Dream (New
York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1962), UO,
2
^Charmian London, I, 150.
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/ T gradually dwindled as it moved eastward. Jack London was
o e of those who broVe off to travel alone. The trip was in-
valuable to the impressionable London because it introduced hia
to the life of the tramp. It also brought him into intimate
contact Jith xny of the radical socialists who frequented the
hobo j angles. It .:as in one of these hobo jungles that he first
acquired a copy of the Communist Manifesto . This was one of the
principal steps in his progress toward Marxist Socialism.
Traveling alone, London bummed across the country to the
east coast. He stayed several weeks in New York City and became
-"iquainted with the gutter-life of metropolitan society. After
leaving New York, he was arrested in Niagara Falls for vagrancy
is sentenced to thirty days at hard labor. * While serving
his sentence he learned first hand the brutality to which the
less- fortunate in society are subjected. This experience probably
explains his lifelong distaste for Authority .
By the summer of 1395, London was back in Oakland with Flora
and the family. At tMs stare of his life, he came under the
*n rluenee of two conflicting motivations. He still believed the
Horatio Alger concept of eventual success as the result of his
ov/n tenacity. However, he had also become thoroughly enamored
with the revolutionary socialism of Karl Marx. He saw himself as
one of the suppressed masses, but por©s*w his rise out or the
masses through the success of a literary career. It became clear
to London that in order to be a successful writer he would have
2 *> !bld .. 181.
uto M . -ation.
ao fall or 1395, »?aok London i _ed as a freshman
at the Oakland high -cool. .oteen year old proletarian
and ^or Id-traveller oust hare presented a rather comic, yet
frightening appearance to his sore respectable classmates. He
<orkc . barif did some creativo writing for the school magaslne,
:t at the end of tho first year decided X is education was
jessing too slowly.
It was during this year of hig'. school that London began
attending socialist meeting, in the Bay area. I oon he became
one I j nost eloquent ac as o." tho local socialist uove-
ment. 'Ie became rather widely . .io.;n as the "boy socialist of
Oakland. saems to haTi reveled in the publicity i#hl
ie to . ft« % result of his socialist activities*
if being a high school freshman and a "boy socialist**
weren't enougn. Jack London became acquainted with and soon enaaor-
ed of Kabel Applegarth. She was three years his senior, a student
at the University of California, and a model mf middle class
respectability. Mabel Applegarth was so deeply entrenched in the
values of the upper-middle class that she seemed the polar extreme
frops the "boy socialist." In any c~se, London was terriL
attracted to her and to the cultural and spiritual refinement
which she represented* This was ' 1- but -forbidden love and
the sheer desperation of his desire rave new direction to his
ambitions. It was with great determination that he began to look
25C 'Connor, 71.
19
26
onward and upward toward wealth and respectability.
After completing one year of high school, London felt that
his education oust proceed more quickly* He decided to spend
the summer cramming for the University of California entrance
examinations* He worked harder than he had ever thought possible
and in late August passed the exam* Several weeks later he
enrolled at Berkeley* He was as much a misfit on the university
scene as he had been in high school* He found little in common
with his fellow students* the majority of whom were of the
bourgeoisie* This academic environment, however, failed to
stimulate him* Again in the throes of disillusionment* he left
the university after one semester*
He still regarded success as the key to gaining the hand
of ttabel Applegarth. It was the spring of 1897, and the madness
of the Yukon gold rush was sweeping the country. For Jack London,
it was the answer to all his problems* With the greatest haste,
he sailed from San Francisco for the promised land of the Klondike* 2 '
The rugged life and constant adventure in the North greatly excited
the young romantic* He apparently never got around to seriously
seeking gold* He did, however, spend more than a year soaking up
material which was eventually to return his investment a thousand
times over when translated to the printed page*
The Taste of Success. 1898-1903
In the summer of 1898, Jack London returned to San Francisco
2
°Maxwell Geismar, Rebels and Ancestors; the American Novel
1890-1915 (Cambridge, MassH The Riverside Press, 1553), 177.
27Stone, 85.
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rrom the North. He was penniless and had to face his faally In
their usual stat^ ~ r to«tlt«tlOA« This time, however, he refused
to return to the slave-wages of the capitalist system. He was
determined to sell his thoughts, to become a "br^'n *nerchant" at
he called it. Ke iecided to become a professional writer. In
ar to achieve his goal, London developed a rather professional
approach. He began turninq out articles and short stories aimed
at the consumer market. Though writing constantly, he worked at
odd jobs anl pawned nearly everything he owned in order to support
himsolf and the family. His financial condition grew constantly
*ors«, but he continued to write a great amount of material, cir-
culating and re-circulating it to the potential magazine market,
ough repeatedly frustrated, he turned down a comfortable life
as a postman in order to pursue his goal in the literary world.
Just as London reached the depths of depression over his
failure to sell his "brain laerchandise", he had two articles
accepted on the same day. In late Kovember of l£9#, the Overland
Konthly notified him that it was accepting one of his short stories,
2dnTo the Kan on Trail". His elation was short-lived, however,
because the magasine offered him only five dollars* This was no
better pay than he had been receiving in a cannery. Later that
same day he was notified by the Black Cat Karatine that it would
pay forty dollars for a horror story.^ For the struggling
writer, this was the taste of honey. It was the boost he needed,
for it carried him through the hard days which lay ahead.
2 *C Connor, 1H.
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Slowly, London* 8 stories were accepted by more magazines.
His newly-found success Induced him to ask for Mabel Applegarth 's
hand in marriage. Though she was willing, the complications of
her family involvement made the relationship impossible. The
love affair began to cool and soon London was rarely seen at the
Applegarth home.
During the early months of 1900, Jack London began to direct
his interest toward one of Miss Applegarth' s friends, Bess Maddern.
She was from a family of the same economic and social class as the
Applegarth' s, but was very different from Mabel. Bess Maddern
was a strong and handsome woman whose character seemed to exude
a quality of calmness and practicality. In short, she was the
kind of woman London wanted as the mother of his sons. They did
not have a violent love affair. Their relationship was character-
ized by mutual admiration and respect. The courtship was brief—
10
they were married on April 7, 1900.
^
Very shortly after the marriage, Son of the Wolf . London's
first book was published. This collection of short stories about
the frozen North was met with instantaneous critical success.
London was overjoyed, and adding to his exuberance was Bess*
announcement that she was pregnant. He was obsessed with the
idea of having a son to carry on his name and tradition. He saw
himself and Bess as creating a new and better strain of men. The
first child, a daughter, was born on January 15, 1901. ** London
was crushed. The birth of a second daughter two years later was
3°Franchere, 234.
3 lo 'Connor, H5-
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even more difficult for him to accept. It began to doubt Bess's
ability to bear a son—one of the prime factors for their eventual
separation*
London's literary career sputtered as his first novel, A
Daughter of the Snows , published in 1902, was not well received
by the critics* In the San Francisco area, London was becoming
known as a drinker and carousel , as well as a rising star in the
literary world. He became notorious for his abilities with both
bottle and women* He was obsessed with masculinity, and next
only to producing a male heir, saw his abilities with women and
the bottle as signs of his own manliness*
By the summer of 1902, London was off on another adventure*
This time it was to write a series of articles for the Boer War
in South Africa* Upon arriving in England, he was informed that
the offer had been cancelled* Though short of money, he stayed
on in London for several weeks, gathering material for The People
of the Abyss
, a book-length expose about the horrid conditions in
the capitol of the world's wealthiest empire*
The rfolf a£ ilia l2fi. 1903-1909
3ack from England, London began work on a short story about
a domestic dog confronted with the struggle for survival in the
sub-Arctic wilderness* It was intended to be a story of about
four or five thousand words, but as London's imagination began
to race across the Arctic wilds, the tale became a thirty-two
thousand word novel. It was, of course. The Call of the »Vild .
and Buck, the California dog, became the super-dog of tae North*
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The theme of The Call of the Wild is the transformation of
Buck from domestic dog to primordial beast. It is a return to
the instinctive savagery of the wild. In the end. Buck becomes
more wolf than dog, yet more powerful, intelligent, and resource-
ful than the wolves themselves. It seems quite possible that
London, who liked to be called "Wolf" by his friends, wrote about
Buck as he saw himself.-* 2 He wanted to be the fiercest of the
fierce, the strongest of the strong.
The Call of the Wild marked the apex of Jack London's
literary career. All the force and natural beauty of his style
crystallized in the story of Buck. The whole novel was a sus-
tained effort of literary perfection. He was never again able
to achieve such a high degree of sophistication throughout any
of his longer works.
London sold outright the American publishing rights on
The Call of the Wild to the Macmillan Company for only two
thousand dollars. Upon publication, it met instantaneous success
with critics and the reading public. It rocketed London to the
top of the American literary scene and assured the sale of nearly
everything he would subsequently turn out. As of 1964, The Call
of the Wild had sold well over two million hardcover copies in
United States alone. 33 within two years after its publication
in 1903, the story of Buck had been translated into every major
language in the world and had made its author world famous.
3 2Alfred Ka«in, On Native Grounds (Garden City, N. Y.:
Doubleday and Company, 1956), 85.
3 3q » Connor, 176.
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By late 1903, London had become disenchanted with the
domestic nature of hie wife Bess and her apparent inability to
bear a son. It was at this point that Kiss Ghanaian hittredge
entered hie life. Charmlan was not an attractive woman, but
ahe was as thoroughly uninhibited and adventureeome as London
himself. She was an exciting person—the exact opposite of
Bess London. After a short but torrid romance, London announced
that he was separating from his wife.
After leaving the home he had made for his wife and family,
London immediately set to work on a new novel* It was the product
of his experiences at sea and was to reveal his concept of the
atsschean superman. The novel was The Sea Wolf , published in
1904. The first half of the novel, which deals with the character
of Wolf Larsen, is as tough and dramatic as any fiction he wrote.
The second half, however, turns into a travesty of sentimentality.
Nevertheless, it was a great success, though selling only about
one-fo'irth as many copies as The Call of the Wild . 3* The Sea
Wolf is one of the most significant of London's novels. 35
Early in 1904, London accepted an offer from the Hearst
publications to cover the Russo-Japanese War. His wanderings in
Japan at«d ."orea seemed to reinforce h<s preconception of a threat
to the white race by the "Yellow Peril" of Asia.^6 His lack of
diplomacy with the Asians deterred most of his attempts to report
the war. He soon became discouraged with his work and returned
3 ** Ibid .. 198.
3 5 Tht Sea Wolf is discussed in detail in Chapter V.
36Joan London, Jack London and .ila Times (Garden City, N. T. I
Country Life Press, 193 q J, ? n 5.
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to California in mid- summer 1904.
Upon his return he resumed his relationship with Charmian
Kittredge. He continued to hack out vast amounts of material
—
mainly short stories and descriptive articles. London was
constantly in debt, but in 1905, he began buying ranch land in
the Sonoma Valley, north of San Francisco Bay. This was the
beginning of what was to become his large estate. Later that
year he was divorced by Bess London and immediately married to
Charmian Kittredge. 3'
By the summer of 1906, London was writing The Iron Heel .
Though this pseudo-novel was never a financial success, it is
one of his most significant works. Its impact on twentieth
century revolutionaries has been profound. It has been called
both a call to arms for the socialist revolution and a blueprint
for fascism.^ Revolutionary novel that it is, it reveals many
of London 1 s political idiosyncracies.-*"
The old restlessness soon began to stir. This time it
was the spring of 1907, and he had decided to make a seven year
voyage around the world. Charmian would accompany him and the
trip was to be made in a boat designed by London himself. The
whole trip turned out to be a disastrous mis-adventure which sapped
him of physical and financial resources. After a year and a half
in the unseaworthy craft and six months of semi-invalldism in
Australia, the Londons returned to California. A tremendous amount
^'Charmian London, 85«
3 8Geisraar, 168.
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• The Iron Heel is discussed in detail in Chapter V.
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of fiction resulted from the trip, but the autobiographical
novel, Vartln 5den . *as by far the most aignifleant. It was
published in 1909, and received a disappointing critical reception.
It was a relative financial success, but its significance lies in
its portrayal of London's self-analysis.**
The. I,aj& fh&sei a Rapid Deterioration, 1909-1916
The last seven years of Jack London's life can be character-
ised as those of a nan who had fulfilled his mission and was
awaiting death. He turned out a vast amount of literary Material,
but repeatedly found that he no longer had anything to say. His
ranch bejran to completely dominate his attention. He produced
volumes of material which his publisher, the Macmillan Company,
and a variety of magasines dutifully published. Every cent he
made from his writing went into the maintenance of the ranch and
support of his dependents. His life became one of increasing
debauchery from drinking and from gorging himself on half-cooked
sat.
Few of the short stories from this last period captured his
old strength and enthusiasm. London's only widely read novel
from this period *as John Barleycorn , published in 1913* It was
a semi-autobiographical tirade against the evils of alcohol. While
John Barleycorn became the bible of the Temperance Movement, its
author never took a word of it to heart.
Vartin Eden is discussed in detail in Chapter V.
he best example is "The Mexican", collected in The Wight
Born
.
1913.
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By 1911, London's ranch holdings exceded 1,000 acres.
He became obsessed with various schemes to turn his land into
a profit-making: venture. Success always eluded hire, however,
md his investments constantly sapped his literary earnings.
The one incident in this period which sparked the old London
enthusiasm was the knowledge in the summer of 1911 that Charmian
was pregnant. Jack London yearned for a male heir to carry on
his ranch. This fresh motivation turned to bitter disappointment
when on June 19, 1911 Charmian gave birth to a daughter. In a
fury born of frustration, London immediately went on a drunk and
ended up in jail. The child died three days after her birth.
The failure of Charmian to provide a male heir created a breach
in their relationship which was never to heal.
Jack London himself called the last seven years of his life
the "long sickness". Certainly he was sick with his frustrated
atterrpts to produce a male heir and with his inability to turn
out satisfactory fiction. Furthermore, he began to deteriorate
physically from his drirking and esting habits. He became over-
weight and his digestive system all but ceased to function.
Ignoring the advice cf doctors, he continued to stuff himself
with raw meat and to drink vast amounts of liquor. His overindul-
gence became a manifestation of self-destruction. He had contem-
plate* suicide several times throughout his life, but as his
physical condition worsened, his thoughts on suicide increased.
Out of frustration with his life, London struck out in
various directions in search of his old zeal for life, ha spent
^O'Connor, 317.
several months of 1912 carouoing In New York. In 1914, his
dicllluE" or sent increased after a first-hand vie.j of the Mexican
ich he ha;' previously romanticised. He spent most
or 1915 living in Hawaii. Always, though he returned to hio
squiredom in the Sonoma Valley.
Of all Jack London's disappointments during these li
years, the killing blow probably was the destruction of the Wolf
uouse. This mansion had required more than four years to build
and an investment of over eighty thousand dollars. It was to
hnve been the shrine of Jack London's self-immortalisation, the
:se on the wect coast. The nifht of its completion it
burne-1 to the rrour.^. It was obviously a case of arson, but the
culprit <as never discovered. The Wolf House *as London's last
real dream and it went 'jp in smoke before his very eyes. The
"Wolf"-- Jick London—was dead spiritually, if not physically.
London's ideas on socialism had always been rather unorthodox,
I by th-? closing years of his life the c .dictions became in-
tolerable. Finally on * :rc 7j 1916, he *rote a letter to the
lo~al Social: >rty chapter resigning his membership. He
I ei that the Party was no longer revolutionary in nature and
I betrayed the ideils to ^hich ho still held true. It seems
obvious, thou iat he vas trying to placate his own guilt
feelings t 1 the socialist cause. Furthermore, he was angry
at the I ' 1 I IT%9 position against Americar intervention in
the war i« Europe. rro:n the very opening of hostilities, London
had violently called for the United States entry on the side of
the Allies.
^King Hendricks and Irving Shepard ("d.). Letters from Jack
London (New York: The Odyssey Press, 1965), 44o.
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Jack London's final days were racked with illness and
disgust. His inability to produce a male heir, hi6 dissatisfaction
with his writing, the loss of the tfolf House, and his physical
impotency and degeneration conspired to drive him toward the final
act* His last years had been increasingly unhappy as he moved
ever further from his romantic self-illusion of physical and
intellectual superiority.
Though the death throes had been more than six years in
coming, the final act was conceived hastily. In the true London
style, his decision was spontaneous. On November 21, 1916, London
dined on half-raw ducks and consumed the usual amount of liquor.
After retiring to his room for the evening he became violently
ill. Instead of calling for help he decided that he had suffered
enough—both in body and spirit. He took a lethal dose of
morphine, went into a coma, and died within twenty hours.
^
Charmlan suppressed the facts surrounding London's death. It
was not until the publication of Irving Stone's Sailor on Horseback
in 1938, that the suicide was publicly revealed. For all the
excitement Jack London had known, his last hours were very quiet.
But he died as he had lived—by his own will.
uStone, 33.
CHAPTER III
The Political Commitment
Hodgepodge Socialist Philosophy
(Socialism) is no longer a question of dialectics, theories,
and dreams. There is no question about it. The revolution
is a fact. It is here now. • .Seven million men of the
working-class say that they are going to get the rest of the
working-class to Join with them and take the management away.
The revolution is here, now. Stop it who can.^5
In Just such words, Jack London continually reasserted his
belief in the socialist cause and the imminence of the socialist
revolution. By his own word, London was the most loyal member
the cause could have. His actions and his literary efforts in-
dicate something different. This chapter will elaborate the
socialist doctrines to which he adhered and the efforts he made
to bring about the revolution.
The early years of London's life probably account for the
fact that he saw himself as a revolutionist. As noted in the
preceding chapter he had experienced at first hand the hunger-
pangs of the under-privileged and the frustrations of the
industrial wage slaves. Seriously in need of far-reaching re-
forms, the United States became fertile soil for the radicals
who clamored the doctrine of class- struggle. It was that period
of American history dominated by the clash between the reform
forces—Socialists, Populists, and Laborites—on the one hand
^^ Jack London, "Revolution", Contemporary Review , 93
(January, 1908), 31.
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and the atatus quo forces—Republicans, and conservative Democrats—
on the other
•
In the year 1894, Jack London was eighteen years eld and
totally frustrated by the futility of the labor market. The
appeal of Jacob S. Coxey, the originator of the workers' march
on Washington, made sense to London. Coxey called for direct
government intervention in business on behalf of thousands of
unemployed Americans. When Charles T. Kelly organized a march
of n coramonwealersH from San Francisco, London was eager to go.
This was his introduction into the active socialist movement.**
Though the march was a failure and London's efforts to
take part in an organized movement were even more unsuccessful,
life on the road put him into contact with new ideas of the
time. On box cars and in hobo jungles he listened to the ragged
philosophers. They told and re-told the stories of the class-
struggle, the exploitation of the working-class by the capitalists,
the misery and degradation of the submerged one-tenth at the
bottom of the social pit, and the inevitable violent clash which
would put the workers in control of their own destinies. The
idea of revolution especially appealed to London. He thrilled at
the prospect of simultaneous movements throughout the world which
would engage in the struggle to overthrow the present economic
system and usher in a new society where the products of man's
labor would be used for the benefit of all.
London gradually became aware that the roots for this new
46jack London, "How I Became a Socialist, " (ed.) Philip
S. Foner, Jack London: American Rebel (New York! the Citadel
Prese, 194^1, 364.
47 ibid .
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social system sprang directly froa tha writings of Kara, ''-arx and
Triedrich Sngels. Sonet iae during his travels In 169U, he obtain-
ed a copy or Hie Coaam^st ^nlfesto. which was to provide hia
with the basis of his socialist thinking throughout the rest of
his life.'* 8 Froa this revolutionary paaphlet London found that
his own experiences in the class struggle were no accident. He
learned that all history had been a conflict between opposing
forces and that he lived in the ora of the final conflict. The
part of The Coanmniat l-anifesto which aost excited Jack London
was the pov/erful battleery:
The socialists disdain to conceal their alas and views*
They openly declare their ends can be attained only by a
forcible overthrow of all existing conditions. Let the
ruling class treable at the socialistic revolution. The
proletarians have nothing to lose but their chains. They
,
g
have a world to gain, (forking aen of all countries, unitel*y
It was froa these words that London shaped his own
version of soclalisa. In one fora or another, he repeated this
passage froa The Coaaunlst '•'anifesto in street- corner speeches,
foraal addresses before the respectable bourgeoisie, in revolu-
tionary essays, in short stories and in novels. He was never
able to Justify any concept of soclalisa which stopped short of
revolution.
froa his first Introduction to soclalisa in 1394, London
gradually expanded the basis for his beliefs. Though he claimed
to have read widely froa the works of such eainent thinkers as
^•Connor, 67.
^'.arl Marx and Friedrich Engels, Jhf
(e-i.) Arthur P. Vend el, Essential iVorks of
Bantam Books, 196l),U.
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Thomas Huxley, Adam Smith, Ricardo, John Stuart Mill, obb#«f
Locke, Hume, Hegel, Kant, and Berkeley, the main force of his
ideas were based on Darwin, Spencer, Nietzsche, and Marx. 50 in
fact all but the last four are entirely dismissed by most
SI
commentators of London 1 3 political ideas. There is wide
disagreement as to whether even the last four—Darwin, Spencer,
Nietzsche, and Marx—vitally affected London 1 s thinking. On
the one hand, Irving Stone insisted that London 1 s working
philosophy stemmed directly from theso four groat minds of the
nineteenth century.
^
2 On the other hand, in her biography of
her father, Joan London discussed her father's so-called philosophy.
"As a matter of fact these four thinkers did not influence Jack
London as greatly as has been supposed. He read very little of
any of them, and studied none.*" Even "Marx, save for The,
Communist Manifesto , went by the board. • »*• This may very
well have been true since the English translation of Das Kapital
was not available in America until 1906, and London could not
read German.
Whether London was thoroughly familiar with Darwin, Spencer,
Nietssche, and Marx is not very pertinent. It seems well estab-
lished that he was familiar with their central concepts and
50poner, 3U.
*^For examples see Richard O'Connor, Jack London; a Biography !
Deming Brown, Soviet Attitude Toward American .vriting t and Joan
London, Jack London and Hi a Times .
52Stone, 109.
53 Joan London, 209.
tibial.
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•ployed those concepts in his own philosophy, lis acceded
Marxian socialism ss an interpretation of history and a
justification Tor the forking class revolution. ^5
As for Sarwinism, Jack London accepted it in toto . He
saw the natural evolution c o as entirely consistent with
his socialist beliefs. London 1 s personal naturalistic and
Littif philosophy of the survival of tho fittest was pro-
bably established before he ever read Darwin. His experiences
on board the "Sophie Sutherland" and in the Klondike aust have
schooled hin in the concept of natural selection. His knowledge
of Dar.in, then, simply lent ret] jility to hie mt of
nature
Lor. Ion 1 e admiration for Lert Spencer is more difficult
to understand. At times it caused an ambivalence in his
thinking that even he recognised. In 1699, he is reported to
have confessed: n 'o, I am not a revolutionist or a >iarxi6t.
I»ve read too much Spencer for that. "5* He understood from
Spencer that each individual in society must carry on the
glorious struggle for self-preservation and procreation. London
accepted the basic tenets of Spencer, but rejected those aspects
which he could not fit into his own distorted picture of life.
He tacitly refuted Spencer* s admonition that there should not
be a forcible burdening of the superior for the support of the
55London , s attraction to the philosophy of Nietssche and
its Inconsistency with his socialist beliefs are discussed in
Chapter 4 of this paper.
56joan London, 207.
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Inferior. On the contrary, London preached that it - the
duty of thi superior to create a society la which all could grow
eg
to the'** rull stature. Furthermore, London refused to accept
Spencer's prohibition of legislative interference in business
tad his belief in the absolute rights of property. Like all
^ood socialists, London called for legislation outlawing child-
l^.bor and sweatshop conditions. Though London himself, eventually
accumulated large land holdings, he repeatedly called for the
SO
overthrow of the system of private property. '
Thus, Jack London 1 s socialist philosophy was nothing more
than a hodgepodge o* contradictory concepts from Darwin, Spencer,
farx, Debs, and t multitude of hoboes, bar-flies, and ten cent
Cali^orn^a philosophers. London war. able to draw from each
source those concepts which reinforced his own plan for the
resolution of the class-struggle. He called it socialism, but
it was really merely an emotional radicalism which lacked even
the broad framework of a constructive theory. This was the
philosophy which motivated his activities in the socialist move-
60
ment and his socialist A-ritings.
5 7Foner, 35-
"jack London, "Wanted: a New Law of Development", (ed.)
Philip S. Foner. Jack London; American Rebel (New York: The
C5tadel Press, 19V7T7TJT.
* Jack London, "What Communities Lose by the Competitive
System", Cosmopolitan (November, 1900), 23 •
^0r,/race T. Colbron
f
"Jack London. What He Was and What He
Accomplished", Bookman . 44( January, 1917), 449.
I _ _ )
By 1896, the twenty yc id Jack London was the possessor
or seomei to him a complete political theory. He became s
ember of tht B Labor Party in the San Francisco area.
ndon, the ! ramber o P -er unorthodox
so ' 'aws. I
; so rfeat of thi "ocky Mountains took on
any aspects lism and ^ridu^lly moved far afield fro.^ any
sort of pari "Arxis.i. H Fri d ;ith unique local and regional
problems, the socialists of California were much more attracted
to the iff of Henry George, "dward Bellamy, and Daniel De
Leon, th I those of I inu "* fis De Leon who I ' " ly
^ncei the Socialist Labor Party of San Francisco, and his
imp:-* * idon is obvious. London always refused to compromise
any ground with the capitalist establishment and naively over-
estimated t K e revolu 4 ,1 .ry possibilities ' to United States.
-.tour lists 0" 'incisco came to regard
London as a titanic thinker. th his limited knowledge of
Marxism, he was accepted by his comriies as one of the real
prophot3 of movement. For their benefit he analyzed the
ecor.omic founiationc of inperi .lism and the inevitable emergence
. sm froa the contradictions within capitalist society,
don's simple, direct approach appealed to intellectuals and
working class proletarians alike, l^oon he was the priamry lec-
turer at the Sunday night meetings of the Oakland Socialist
Now York
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6lHerle Curti, The Growth of American Thought . (2nd Bd.,
: Harper ft Brothers, 1951), ^H-629.
Joan London, 118.
1.
London's relationship with the Socialist Labor Party was
usually limited by his activities us a writer, liy the turn of
the century, most Oakland socialists had left the Socialist
Labor Party and had affiliated Kith aba ~ociulit»t Party. London
fallowed the nitration anu, having established an extensive
reputation, was noniiriated as the Socialist Party candidate for
mayor of Oakland in 1901. In accepting the nomination, the
young candidate saia: "It is «e, the aVinlatlatij, working as a
leaven throughout society, who are responsible for the great
and £: g belief in municipal ombm abip* It is w«, the
Socialists, by our propaganda, who have forced the old parties
to thro -s sops to the populai t certain privileges. n
London carried out an active campaign, but he received only
65
2Kb votes.
je established as a successful writer, London becaae
I financial patron of the Oakland local of the Socialist
Party. It would be impossible to estimate exactly how much
money he poured into party coffers, but London, himself, often
remarked about his contributions to the local and the national
Socialist Party. Since he was constantly in debt, however, his
contributions of time and writing are probably mora significant.
He wrote in a letter to George Sterling! "I feel that I have
done and am doing a pretty fair share of the work for the
630» Connor, 72.
4*;6^?oner, U5.
3*
Lon« I guest ny lectures alonr b-Tore socia ani-
mators haro netted the Cause a ff»« 'rod dollars, and By
wounded flOOU * r P fron th* personal abuse o r ^ v ~ "apitalist
" rnrh* to v
r
r-t«d it avTtraJ hundred wi*1^
•
T
^r' Lond^ * it r'rn' * BOBtrlbtCfclOfl to t! lalist
ortment 5n I foittd * *es wns probably hit LftetUTt tour Tor
Th« tnt«rMil«giAti c oci&li'-t - | Society was inspired
the rrr-rth o* th^ °octal1st rote In thi 190/*. presidential
- tbr world-v/ide repercussions of the Rusrian
Pevolutlop of 10O*. ^e eMcf artfhltatt was "pton Sinclair and
the aim of thi Society was to 'r--- 1 ^ te amrnr collere men and
r -n r u '.r.dprpt-n li r.r of Winlaltli Tir> '' Lorr'or, DM Of I K.c
most wldaly respected Hiatal tit In America by this time f was
n r ,.-.,„ r<rst contacted. He enthusiastically responded and
at the first meetinr on Feptonbcr 12, 1?05, was unanimously
67
*ic^- ^s*dent. CV r r mombers were well aware of the preat
J " 1
ut? *n London's name*
London was a- tt utoftalH a lecture tour at a number
o^ ro , '«f^B ItirWHjiQliT the country on behalf of the or^onisetion.
The idea o r such a tour immensely i to his personal sense
o** publicity. !> decidad to combine free lectures for the Society
Ml a number of appearances befcra women's clubs anJ businessmen's
organisations for which he wouli receire substantial fees. The
tour startel out *ell enough with people turning out in hordes to
see and hear him* Success was short-lired, ho*erer # becauaa
66Hendrick and Shepard, 172.
67Foner, 70.
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ldwav through trie tour his divorce Was announced. On ..* impulse,
he Berried Ch ar.:ian Xittredge. Thll rather indiscreet act
oVfand-- ./ of the pious folk of the Mid-Weat and resulted in
2 cancellation or .aany iytiklttg engagements.
gfa lis € . . to oliiT a profit from the tour Wa& lost,
London .0 bring ..is paroonal m03ou^o of socialism to
col | throughout the Rait* Boorly everywhere ha want,
addressei packed hOUMS« it only did hi prtaah the socialist
IPOlj but he eliO admonished the complacent 3tudonts to w^
up to thi social realities of their times. In his Yale address,
London : i the studiirt body:
We do not desire merely to make converts. • .If collegians
z fight for us, .'j eaot - against us. . .But
ehat we do not want is that which obtains today and has obtain-
I 1 thi past of the University, a aero dcaaness and unconcern
and ignorance so far as socialism is concerned. Fight for us
or fight against uaJ - your voicoo one jay or the other;
be alive!55
London* s speech at Yale, as at most other colleges, was
greeted with enthusiastic approval. He /as not selling socialism
to the students so much as selling his own vitality and political
commitment.
Jack London 1 I lectures for the Intercollegiate Socialist
Society drew widespread reaction from the public and the press.
y.my parochial Americans were frightened and offended by his
revolutionary speeches and proceeded to have his works removed
from their local libraries. .f/iany others were impressed by his
reckless courage. In response to London's speech at Yale, the
Foner, 75.
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Mf Yffrk Times commented: "(London) must be coniMnded for his
courage and for his honeat.y. Society can Judge socialism better
and reach sounder conclusions u^on its merits whan It has a
correct understanding of the nature of socialism and the inten-
tions of socialists.
London's lecture tour cane to an abrupt halt in February
of 1906
,
when he fell seriously ill. He returned to California
to recuperate and never resumed the tour. He al.'ays regarded
his association *ith the Intercollegiate Socialist Society as
his most exhilarating experience in the realm of practical
politics, whether the crowds turned out to see London or to
hear about socialism is not pertinent. The fact is that he was
able to attract more listeners than any other socialist of his
time, and his enthusiasm was infectious. Other than his pro-
paganda essays, the lecture tour was London's last active
participation in the socialist movement.
London's socialist Writings
The socialist essays and propaganda tracts which Jack
London continually turned out are of interest, though are some-
what less Important than his lecture tour. His socialist beliefs
are well-documented in these essays if one wants to take him on
his word. Many of these essays reveal that he was a rather careful
student of contemporary society. He had a penchant for quoting
facts and he drew on his vast selection of clippings from news-
papers, magaslnes, books, and government reports* Most of the
aw Tor!. Tlrcca. February 1, 1906, 8.
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essays were published in socialist periodicals, but several
70
found their way into the more respectable journals.
The relative unimportance of London's socialist writings
is due to the very limited number of people who read them. In
the first place, the average reader attracted to one of London's
adventure stories probably did not bother with the author's
/i
views on economics. Furthermore, London's fact-filled tirades
were not widely recognised as valuable in ths solution of world
problems because they came about twenty-five years too late.
Any sensation they might have caused was lost because the sane
work was being done by sociologists and economists who were
72
recognized as experts in the field. The major significance
of this material lies in the fact that it was widely utilised
by socialists and trade unionists in their missionary work
throughout the country.
Probably London's most important contribution to socialist
literature was The People of the Abyss . He wrote it at a furious
pace while living in the slums of London in 1902. It was a first-
hand report on one of the most abhorrent social situations in
the world. Furthermore, the irony of the world's wealthiest
nation spawning such social conditions was grist for London's
literary vindictiveness against capitalism. As he wrote George
and Carrie Sterling from England: "I've read of misery, and
70
"or example: "What Lifo . to T'e n , Con
Varch, 1906; and "The Scab", Atlantic Monthly . January, 1904.
7lColbron, 450.
7<? Ibid .. 449.
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seen a bit; but this beats anything I could even hare imagined. • .
a I know, the stuff I'a turning out ./ill have to be expurgated
73
or It fill never see —p^"* publication*
•
. .v> looolo of the Abyss wac a longthy narrative description
1 the sluas, but Jack London could not content himself *ith only
an expoee. l!e drew conclusions which an ordinary sociologist
voulJ not have arrived at. In vivid language he sent up the cry:
le slums are) the progeny of prostitution—of the
prostitution of men and ..ooon and children, of flesh and
blooa, and sparkle and spirit; in brief, the prostitution
of labor. If tnis is the best that civilisation can do
for the human, then give us howling and naked savagei
Far better to be a people of the wilderness and desert,
of the cave ana the squatting yl , thun u \.o a people
of the machine and the Abyss. <*
The cause for such misery, according to London, was the
mismanagement of society by capitalists. Trie answer to the
problem was, of course, a socialist commonwealth.
The People of the Abyss was received with mixed reactions
upon its publication in 1903* Most of the established magasines
and the academic world were not greatly enthused with the work.
It was, however, highly regarded by active socialists and brought
London to the attention of tie entire socialist movement. As
with most of his radical -orks, it was a financial failure and
not widely read. .e book eventually sold slightly over 20,000
oples.^5 Nevertheless, it has to stand as London's most highly
7
^Hendrick and ^ncpard, JJ .
3k London. The People o; t..e .ia
Hacmillan Company, 1?03 j , 131.
750»Connor, 170.
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regarded work of non-fiction.
London wrote so profusely for the socialist cause that it
would be impossible to discuss all his work. Several examples,
however, stand out above the rest. In "How I Became a Socialist",
published in March, 1903, in The Comrade , an official Socialist
Party publication, London outlined the experiences of his life
which gradually led him to socialism. "Since that day I have
opened many books, but no economic argument, no lucid demonstration
of the logic and inevitableness of Socialism affects me as pro-
foundly and convincingly as I was affected on the day when I first
saw the walls of the Social Pit rise around me and felt myself
slipping down, down, into the shambles at the bottom."'" It was
London's personal testimony—revealing his fears and aspirations.
Of his many other socialist articles, "The Class Struggle,"''
"What Life Means to Me, "?° and "Revolution"™ deserve special
mention. London's withdrawal from active writing for tne socialist
movement generally coincides with the decline of his creative
fiction. It was also simultaneous with his retreat to the security
of his ranch in the Sonoma Valley. His disengagement with the
socialist movement was achieved gradually. By the year 1911 • he
no longer had time to turn out essays for Journals of the left,
7"Jack London, "How I Became a Socialist", 3^5.
77jack London, "The Class Struggle", New York Independent
.
November 5, 1903.
7 8Jack London, "What Life Means To he",
79jack London, "Revolution".
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it neither were hia words of wisdoa any longer sought by his
eocialiat I <ara« LonUon vu"..jointly
,
^ioed hiaaelf a
-.*-.onw.lly the
eocialist doctrine flashea t , ° but ha
become aonoara . . , hie new love—tht» i —and his old
problai—the bottle.
Ianac
_„_ usalv. ae
*Ln«al consideration oT London 9 j socialism which doaunda
brief dbg | inpact o" his fiction on Joth pre-revolu-
tlonary and post-revolutionar. I sia. ough his works were
trans I ;^*ny languages road by people all over the
world, his popularity . I greater heights in Russia th_
anywhere else autiidi -ha United States. Along with Upton
.clair and . ltwya London provided Russians .vith a kind of
literary enjoyaent that was part rly suited to their
*1
national demande*
* the : ' s, London wu: »o most popular
American author in Sov. IMift* Over Jon Billion copies
82
' his -eve bean printed aince the Revolution. Even
ay he la widely read, eapecially by the youth of the ioviot
r>n. .ince the beginning a soviet period, London ha
6
been aore widely read than any other non-Russian author.
jt example aee "Tho , . fllf \\ 't , \]+(
Jtofi. 1913.
eming Brom , ovi,et Attitudes Toward Aaar^n vr^^g
(Princeton, !<• «..: | r;..ceton univ- ~, i>c*> # 2lv.
rown
,
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an befora the Revolution, he .us one of the favorite American
'ters In Russia.
augh today London Hoi boon officially ied as a "petty
DTgOOli PObOl" by the Soviet JOTOJ .% his works are still
wldoly printed and dii :rj.bute.i. An eight volume set of his
fictional ,/orks printed in 1955 sold 600,000 copies almort
immediately. * Russians remain great admirers of his fiction,
but ske vtical of his ideological bent.
London's popularity in the Soviet Union is due more to his
rugged philosophy of life than to his ivo /ei socialism. The
elemental vi^or, love of violence, and brute force which character-
ise his fiction are popular Russian themes. Russians are
fascinated by the primitive settings of many of his stories,
where men pit naked strength against the hostile forces of
nature. ° The geographic similarities between the Klondike and
the northern reaches of the Soviet Union explain the identification
o p Russians with London's characters. Furthermore, his dramatiza-
tion of the virtues of courage, perseverance, and strength of will
appealed to Russian nature. The virile mood of his writings
probably harmonised with the feelings of limitless power and accom-
plishment through struggle which millions of Russians were
83 Ibi ' .
SUQ 'Connor, 3S6.
"''This thane has been DOpoJ hors
an Fyodor Dostoyevsky, Leo Tolstoy, and more recently Mikhail
-
lokhov.
''6
I3rown, 220.
I a t: .oil* rovoluti. London's philosophy of
o^iaiaa was very close ;o draasu
IM i.. I -s recognized Lc r s more obvious i..con-
•IsteiiCies. ;Ie was cially I ...uvinism.
-s gioriiicai. .. a boASu .~~ not noh i :^viical
itparturt from the aasian self-image. * sians rejected
economic imperialism, but <ere not c« -y allocked by London*
•
heroes /no exploited and subjugated primitive peoples* London
attracted the Russians with bis identification with the world
proletariat, his so>: .ivities. and his passionate articles
on the: cl^t3 struggle in Ane.^i It was his fic-ion, however,
spite of its seeming paradox '3, ;hica elevated him to the
prominent place he holds among authors in the Soviet Unlc .
Jack Lonion , s resignat the Socialist Party
gained <ide publicity, tie claimed that he was leaving the party
"because of its lacr. o. Tire and fight, and its loss of emphasis
on the el'iss struggle". London ./ant on to imply that r
ad changed its * ad noals. ! was
originally a member of tne old, rev
,
md*
legs, 'Minting, Socialist Labor Tarty. r»'.nce than, ^nd to the
present time, I have b#en a firhtin* member Imt
Party. It is obvious, however, 'at the change was in Jack
Ipt ~, +C. .
IUm\.
*7
London, hi—el fj and M .3 party. During the last ten
tart o. .iis life he grew gradually datathad iro. . the socialist
move&ent. l-'urtl. - ore, he must have come to the realization
philosophy of life was incompatible ;ith the tenets
thi socialist Party* Thus, London's letter o_ resignation
is final relationship with the soci, cause.
The fact was that London's formal resignation from the
:.oci "list Party did not surprise those friends who knew him bast*
Though his socialist militancy had been taken for granted, he
had always escaped at every opportunity the realities of the
class- struggle. Socialism to him had always been either a
romantic, violent struggle or a sentimental promised land.
During the last decade of his life he would argue fiarxist doc-
trine, but only if the debaters came to his ranch. He liked
hie role as a radical socialist "with a halo of fire, a hint of
91
wrath, a suggestion of danger".
There were t*o particular factors during L . 's last
yearB that precipitated his final break nitn. the Socialist
ty. The first was the Hill IIin Revolution. His initial
reaction was to identify himself with the revolutionaries. He
out their activities wit; praise and even ; re—
:ed a short story, "The ? .sxican", ^* to further their cause.
The I events of the revolution had stirred icarinat icr., but
he soon lost Interest. Then in 191}, Hearst Publications hired
London to cro to Mexico and ->~«?t>ort on the war. His trip to
W0> oiaior, 3tf«
Jack London, "The ..exican", uaouraay evening r'ost .
August 19, 1911.
4*
itervention at Vera Crui.
Lc- 's response to a dlr .evolution
.•j rspucnur.es f< orts from I ?o
••o.l. : uplets chan ' .... . rat Mexico ^ .'• ;)-.? "'"Icme,
sto.
1
| asserted
)lu1 d ..-Ki thi -'cvolutionariee slnj-'
bandits
,
t
Tini :es should ta'<o over
94
the , organiao and manage Mexico". Predictably,
-n f a r :, from Mexico thi STfttfc of thi social-
ist press i^ainst hla.
ond boric ontion between London and the
c~ Americm intervention in Vorld
" :ial "o^ialist nsd the
.list :lo, ifl which no sociiliats should taks
qc
pert. Ths party actively ed to discourage Ansrican inter-
vention. This stand drove Londor. \r diotriction. He *as
violently .ist. .tiintainad
I the aud dog c ope and must be 4f even
of attritic squired.
med his belief in social-
ly stand as a monum ili
'Connor, 359.
oner,
95joan
r, 3^9.
. vie
-;s . Involution and orld tfar .;ere the
final J :•' ''is forflal br< Lth G allot Party*
Th? ' • t* re, LOQ oJ -oci. :h
lit! BniOh d#*par
—
in the very nature of the
maj
CHAPTER IV
The Other Jack London
The £ax&ioj£ in London's Ida&fi
Jack London* 8 philosophy will probably be debated as long
as his works continue to be read. He claimed to be a socialist;
in fact, he sa * himself as ono of the real heroes of the socialist
movement in America. The fact remains, however, that there are
a number of glaring inconsistencies in his life and works.
In trying to determine the impact London had upon the
American reading public it is necessary to weigh his public
espousal of socialism against the conflicting ideological basis
^ound throughout his fiction. Without any doubt, more people
have been influenced by London's fiction than by his socialist
essays or lectures. It is the purpose of this chapter to point
out those fundamental concepts in his life and fiction which
97directly contradict his public position on socialism. 7 ' The
most notable of the inconsistent characteristics in London* s life
and fiction include hie own individualism, his middle-class
aspirations, his attraction to the philosophy of Nietische, and
his insistent theme of racism and imperialism.
Jack London 1 s own life must be considered one of the great
American success stories. Admittedly, he was an extremely talented
97
London* s three major novels, The Sea «olf . The Iron Heel .
and Martin -den are excluded from this chapter and dealt in detail
in Chapter Five.
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person, but his rise to fame and fortune from the most humble
beginnings was the result of hard work and perseverance. Further-
more, his success was the result of that particular environment
which turned out other American heroes such as Theodore Roosevelt,
Robert M. Lafollette, and Henry Ford,
London, along with most of the other socialist novelists of
his times, had an overwhelming romantic gusto for the American
way of life. He was the product of a generation dominated by both
the dream of social reform and the dream of world imperialism.
The same period which saw socialism's greatest growth in America
inspired the worship of brute strength and talk of Anglo-Saxon
supremacy. 7 In such an environment London had no difficulty
preaching Marxism and Nietzscheanism at the same time. As an
admirer of Rudyard Kipling, he found a source for an instinctive
imperialist worship of force and conquest. With Theodore Roosevelt
he shared the sense of Nordic superiority which was common to their
99
time. y
Thus, during the time when America was becoming aware of its
own strength, London's fiction was the leading source of primitive
adventure stories. He reveled in his role as a hero of the
socialist movement, but he was a prototype of the violence-loving
intellectual. °^ One of the primary reasons for London's import-
ance today is the concentration in his fiction of the insurgence
and obsession with power that came to the fore in the Progressive
98Kaain, 70.
99-Ibid .. 71.
100Ibid.. 14.
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Era. o hit contemporaries he mas the "American ideal, the
perfect warrior which every American. • .would wish to be".
Ihe In^lYl^mllf^ jliih Mddlo-Class Aspirations
Long before Jack London Joined the ranks of the socialist
movement he had entered into the struggle for economic and social
survival in the free enterprise system of America. His experiences
as an oyater pirate, sailor, and tramp had Instilled in his nature
the lust for competition. His brief attempts at high school and
college convinced him of his own intellectual capacities. Then,
his frustrated romance with Mabel Applegarth, the epitome of
middle-class values, drove his ambitions upward.
Despite London's sympathy for the working-class, his
attachment for the social basement was more defensive than real.
One of the most notable characteristics of his fiction was shame
and distaste for his own origins. As a proletarian, he desired
more than anything else not to be a proletarian. He was faced
with two ways of achieving his escape: to climb out of the
working-class or to abolish it completely. The first depended
on luck or unusual ability. The second was a long, slow process
102
which demanded unswerving faith and complete selflessness.
For London the only way was the short-cut. He possessed those
special gifts which could lift him out of his class.
But London's conflict with the socialist cause involved
more than Just his superior abilities. After a short period
101i;tephen Graham, The Deatn of Yeaterdav (London: Ernest
Benn Limited, 1930), 57.
102Joan London, 182.
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of initial enthusiasm, his skepticism began to grow. By the
time his literary career blossomed, he had lost faith in the
proletariat as a combative group. He no longer believed that
the socialist state would be achieved within his o*n lifetime.
The thought of being poor throughout his life made him desperate
for material security. Out of sheer hatred for the poverty that
he had known as a youth, London was determined to leave the social
pit forever. 10^
This drive for material security somehow transcended the
usual conservatism that accompanies financial well-being. London's
quest for money and land was a manifestation of the shame he
associated rfith poverty. He felt he had to beat the hated japital-
ists at their own game. Furthermore, his personal ambitions were
easily distorted to conform to his so-called philosophy of life.
Throughout his fiction there is the Darwinian conviction of an
inevitable victory of the Btrong. London saw himself as the model
of strength and the proletariat as the slave class, the mass of
weaklings.
Though London's fiction is replete with examples of this
rampant individualist ethic. The Call of the Wild best exemplifies
it. The story of Buck, the super-dog, was the story of London's
own fierce struggle to rise from poverty and squalor to a position
of distinction and security. London wrote it as the story of all
strong people who use the cunning of their minds and the strength
of their bodies to adapt themselves to a difficult environment
103ibia.
10(,
a.i»aiar, 178.
and win through to lire. The weak, of course. Bust surrender
and die.
London created Buck as the inrlncible model of himself.
He never believed in any Btrength equal to his, for that strength
had come from his o^n self-assertion. Violence, then, was the
--oduct, the natural reaction of the strong. * As Buck conquered
the environment of the North, London had also proved himself by
violence. Furthermore, it was by violence that London's greatest
characters came to life. For these heroes, violence was the
only avenue o n expression in a world which, as London saw it,
was a testing-ground for the strong. Violence expressed the
truth of life, both the violence of the naturalist creed a. ! the
107
violence of superior men and women. '
Thus, it seems clear that London^ contemporaries were
influenced more by his glorification of individualism than by
his occasional socialist message. He was one of a generation
still too close to its own frontier to lack appreciation for
red-blooded romances. The message in The Call of the Wild
reinforced the American feeling of omnipotence and self-confidence.
Furthermore, it thrilled the American public with passages like:
It was Buck, a live hurricane of fury, hurling himself upon
them in a frensy to destroy. He sprang at the foremost
man. . ., ripping the throat wide open till the rent Jugular
spouted a fountain of blood. He did not pause to worry
105 L. S. Friedman, "Jack London As Titan", Dial . 62(January
25. 1917), 50.
10
^The best examples are Wolf Larsen in The Sea Wolf . Ernest
Everaard in Ti.e Iron Heel . Billy Roberts in The Valley of the Moon .
Burning Daylight in BurnTm: Daylight, and Martin aden in ?V'.:.,
107Kasin, 37.
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the victims, but ripped in passing, with the next bound
tearing wide open the throat of a second man. 108
In short, his message was a far cry from the socialist
brotherhood of man. London saw life as a constant struggle.
"The tingle law was -Tat or Be Eater.. ttl°9 h8 equaled any of the
ministers of Social Darwinism in his glorification of the struggle
oT life. He must have surpassed most Social Darwinists in his
worship of the victors of the struggle. He saw his environment
as something to be conquered. ffAbout me are the great natural
forces. • .anJ these insensate moncters do not know that tiny
sensitive creature, all nerves and weaknesses, whom men call
Jack London, and who himself thinks he is all right and qu:'."e
a superior being.
Aether a socialist or not, London's own individualism
was the dominant characteristic of his personality. The force
of his fiction both influenced his huge reading public and
reflected many of their national traits. He played all the
roles of his generation with astonishing credibility
—
nthe
insurgent reformer, the follower of Darwin and Herbert S 4 encer,
the naturalist who w< rked amid romantic scenes, and especially
the kind of self-made success, contemptuous of others, that at
the same time appealed to contemporary taste and frightened it. nH-
10*Jack London, The Call of the Wild (N<
.Ian Company, 1903), 98.
109Geismar, 195.
'"ew York: the
Kacmillai
110Jack London, The Cruise of the Snark (New York: the
Macmillan Company, 1911), 6.
Ulrazin, 87.
Hot I I inspire a taste for brutality, but ht satisfied
one me well. s adventure stories, though shocking to most
readers, proved a key in the process of twentieth century American
self-identification, is ethic was a glorification of the
individual's victory In the competitive society,
Mlstsacha *n4 f|ft London Cupermfln
The naturalist school of literature in America Is replete
112
with recurring examples of the superman image. There are,
he. ever, a 3 range of fictional conceptions of this phenomenon. -*
In the of London the superman image Is probably more dominant
than in those of sny other vrlter of Ms time. Furthermore, cer-
tain aspects of Ms superman bear a striking resemblance to the
hero image evolved in the philosophy of Friedrich Wilhelrn
iletzscbe.
As has been repeatodly illustrated in this paper, London's
experiences modified and conditioned his reactions to his
readings ir. philosophy. This factor was probably most prominent
In his interpretation of Metssche. Upon his first read'ng of
Nietische (or about ietische) London must have consciously
(or unconsciously) been struck by two obvious parallels. In the
first place, Nietische *s approach to life was very similar to
^l^Charles C. Walcutt, "Naturalism and the Superman In the
Novels of Jack Londor " Papers of the Ijlchigan Academy of Tdence .
Arts, and Letters . 2MPart IV, 1938), 89.
H3a s well as in the works of Jack London, the superman
image can be noted in the writings if Frank Norria, ouephen Crane #
and Hamlin Oarland.
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London's. Secondly, Nietzsche described his superman in such
terms as London saw himself.
The similarities between Nietzche's approach to life and
that of London are numerous. Though Nietzsche often criticised
the romantics of his time, he was unconsciously a romantic
himself. ^ Furthermore, Nietssche attempted to combine two
sets of values which are not easily harmonised* On the one
hand, he liked ruthlessness, war, and aristocratic pride. On
the other hand, he loved philosophy, literature, and the arts. *
Nietssche, unlike many of his contemporaries, did not worship
the State; rather he was a passionate individualist, a believer
in the hero.
The similarities between Nietzsche* s superman and London's
self-image are no less striking. The Nietsschean superman was
116
a blond beast, biologically superior to his fellow men.
Intellectually he was an aristocrat, schooled in the humanities
as well as the sciences. The race of supermen were those who
conquered their environments, the victors in war and their des-
cendents.^7 London claimed to have thoroughly read Nietzsche.
In a letter to Frederick Bamford, he said! "Personally I like
Nietzsche tremendously, but I cannot go all the way with him.*H®
H^Bertrand Russell, A History of Western Philosophy (New
York: Simon and Schuster, 1946), 760.
n 5 lbid .. 761.
116 H. L. Mencken. The Philosophy of Friedrich Nietzsche
(Boston, Mass.: Luce company, 1913). 112.
117Russoll, 769.
H^Gcorgia L. Bamford, The Mystery of Jack London (Oakland,
California: Published by Georgia L. Bamford, 1931 J, 210.
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Vost commentators, however, are skeptical. * Certainly London's
early fiction was not influenced by Nietische, because hie
conception of the superaan Mas not widely know:, in America until
120
after 1905. Most likely, London Justified his preconceptions
after coming across Nietssche's philosophy in the latter part of
his literary career.
Anyway, London's own experiences in the social milieu, his
concept of Social Darwinism, and his spirit of American Assertive-
ness would account for the physical and cultural giants he created.
In terms of materialism, London's superman was strikingly similar
to Nietssche's. Both were the apotheoses of individualism— self-
ish, cunning, amoral, achieving happiness through the fullest
indulgence of their will to power. Both held that ethical ideas
which teach a man to deny himself and restrain his impulses as
fundamentally evil are doctrines preached by weaklings in their
121
efforts to protect themselves from the strong. Indeed, for
London, "The ultimate word is I LIKE. It lies beneath philosophy,
and is twined about the heart of life." 22
In other ways, London's heroes fell short of Nietssche's.
The Niett8chean superman was the most complete possible devel-
opment of human capacities, physical and intellectual alike.
This prototype was an ideal, an absolute which Nletssche saw
^^See, for example, Joan London, Richard O'Connor, Philip
S. Foner, and Maxwell Geismar.
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mmlcutt, 95*
121 Ibld .. 9U.
122London, The Cruise of the Snark . }•
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as a goal for mankind. London, however, attempted to turn his
superman into a reality. The result was that his heroes were
blessed with little more than the gift of a magnificent animal-
ity, and the absence of a social code which would prevent them
123
from inflicting this gift upon their neighbors. *
A final consideration is London's obsession with the
wolf-image. He very much liked the word "wolf* and was attached
to the idea of the wolf as a primordial ancestor of the dog.
His self-association with the wolf-image can be documented in
several places in his fiction. The two most obvious references
are Gall of the wild and White Fang . Son of the Wolf and The
Sea Wolf also have connotations of self-identification. Evidently,
he liked to think of himself as a wolf, running free, proudly
alone as he loped through the wilderness, a throwback to the
animal state for which he yearned. In one of his best short
stories, "Love of Lifew , London dramatically revealed this
schiaoid trait as a death struggle between a starving man and
a sick -Jolf:
There was life all around him, but it was strong life-
very much alive and well, and he knew the sick wolf clung
to the sick man's trail in the hope that the man would die
first. In the morning, on opening his eyes, he beheld it
regarding him with a wistful and hungry stare. 12^
The identification with the wolf-image in his private
life was even more overt. He was highly pleased that his friend
12
^Lewis Mumford, The Golden Day (New York: Boni and
Liveright, 1926), 249.
I2
**Jack London, nLove of Life," collected in Best Short
Stories of Jack London (Garden City, N. Y.i The Sun Dial Press.
WW). 2tt.
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George Sterling, affectionately referred to him as "The Wolf",
"The Fierce *olf" or "The Shaggy *olf. 12 5 It was during the
last period of London's life, when his ranch becaas his total
obsession, that he decided to name his great mansion The Wolf
House. Obviously London saw this shrine as the lair in which
"the wolf" would spend his last days. A final example of his
quest for the volf-image took place during the last month of
his life. His wife, Charmian, asked him what she should hare
engraved upon a wristwatch he had given her. He replied: "Oh,
•Mate from Wolf, I guess. • .1 have sometimes wished you would
126
call roe 'rfolf 1 more often." These examples illustrate that
which can be found throughout London 1 8 life and fiction! he
was drawing fancied portraits of himself in his strong-minded
heroes and primitive wolves. In the course of it all, London
himself became a civilised dog, reconciled to kennel and master.
But he constantly bayed at both oen and the moon to assure them
127
at he was wolf at heart.
The .lace Gospel In America
roughout the whole of Jack London—hie life, his phil
osopay, and his fiction—there is the constant theme of raci
The London heroes were nearly always giants of Anglo-Saxon
l2 5*alcutt, 90.
1 ?f
Charmian London, 72*
127Graham, 59.
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ancestry. They were the Nordics, the blond f blue-eyed descendents
of the Vikings, nthe dominant races come down out of the North"
.
12°
This rfas a remarkable theme for one of the apostles of the social-
ist brotherhood of men. Nevertheless, in his first novel, A
Daughter of the f.nows . published in 1902, he set the mood for
what became his pot theory. The Nordic was "a great race, half
the earth its heritage and all the seal In three score gener-
129
ations, it rules the world. His enthusiasm for the dominant
race was more lyrical than was ever any V/affen—SS recruiting
poster.
But where did London get this extreme, racial Anglophilia?
He thought he had observed it first-hand at sea and in the North.
Furthermore, he must have seen himself as a prototype of this
"ordic race. In the selection of his first wife, Bess Maddern,
he chose a strong and handsome woman who would produce for him
"seven sturdy Saxon sons and seven beautiful daughters". ^ He
'n't make clear exactly where the Saxon blood was coming from,
since London himself was at least half Welsh and his wife was of
Celtic extraction.
Jo^n London, in her biography of her father, concluded
that he must have been an ardent student of Benjamin Kidd. -* 1
Jack London, A Daughter of the Snows (New York: Grosset
& Dunlap, 1902), 146.
129Ibld .. 147.
1300»Connor, 139.
-'Joan London, 211. Benjamin Kidd was one of the leading
exponents of Social Darwinism during the late nineteenth century.
uTheir views on the racial supremacy of the Anglo-Saxons were
almost exactly the sane* They shared the belief that all social
gress in the world had been the result of the Anglo-Saxon
m* This breed had been history 1 s most effective extermir^tor
o' ttM lees-developcd peoples with whom it camo into competition. 1 ^ 2
This extermlnatior. had not come about as mujh througr wars as
through the result of the higher cultural, intellectual, and
physical development of the Anglo-Saxons. The weaker races
disappeared before the stronger through the effects of mere
contact. *33
:us t in reading I.idd, London found not only a Justification
r his earlier prejudices, but a thrilling explanation for his
own self-image and the growing feeling of American assortiveness
as well. With the exception of a few socialists, London's racial
chauvinisrr was accepted by most Africans without question. As
noted earlier, it was widely espoused by many, including Theodore
Poosevelt. Such acceptance is illustrated by an article written
on London in 1906?
The theory of evolution had made him more conscious than
ever of the profound tragedy of life. • .The spectacle of
degenerating, dying races, or of races dormant for ages
springing titan-liko from their sleep to grauple with
full-panoplied civilisation was his fascination, and was
the base of Ms imagination* e relation of man to the
past, his slow racial development through the ages, his
sub-conscious memories of the long forgotten experiences
of far-off ancestors, his struggle to master his instincts.
132Ben^amin r.idd. Social Evolution (New York. The Macmillan
,
1*98), 2U7.
133 Ibid.. 287.
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opened Uiiureaued of vistas- o+ lire, and furnished the young
writer 1 s richest material. -**
Most commentators found nothing remarkable about so much concern
with racial beginnings.
London's friend Cloudesley Johns was one of the first to
question this theme of racism. Throughout their correspondence,
London offered any number of explanations. In a letter dated
June 7, 1#99 , he asserted: "The Anglo-Saxon race, with its
strength and virtues, was born of hard times. It is not easily
kept down; the victims of oppression must be of some other stock.
w'e who live in America, and who constitute the heart of this
republic, are the sons and daughters of him that overcometh."1^
Tn another letter to Johns that same year, London wrote: "If a
man -would save an animal from pain, another kind of altruism is
brought to bear; the same if he saves a nigger, or a red, a
yellow, or a brown. But let Mr. White meet another white hemmed
in by dangers from the other colors—these whites will not need
to know each other—but they will hear the call of blood and
stand back to back." ^
while London must have been aware of a conflict between
his socialism and his racial chauvinism, he consistently I
corporate! both concepts into his philosophy of life. He seemed
to foresee a socialist Utopia for the Nordic race only. "Socialinm
is not an ideal system, devised by man for the happiness of all
U*H« M. Bland, "Jack London: Travelor, Novelist, and
Social ^eformer", Craftsman . 9(1906), 611.
^Hendrick and Shepard, 40.
136Ibli., 43.
men; »«t it is dtvisad for thi happlatM cf certain kindred races.
-ed to as to give more strength to these certain kindred
favore- races so that t.»cy may butt ire and inherit tho earth to
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extinction I it lesser, weaker races. " -" .n being
criticized by sobs of his socialist comrades for his racist
beliefs, London answered: "What the devil! I au first of all
a white nan and cnly then a socialist"
•
As a correspondent cent by the Hearst Public .s to
report 1 .uso- apaneee war, London gave vent in his dispatches
to his anti-Oriental prejudices* Upon observing the efficiency
of the Japanese army and the masses of Chinese people, he becaat
conv- at a wave of yellow men—"The Yellow Peril" 1^
—
-a8
about to rise up and swarm over the whits races of the nest*
The impending racial conflict, he tihftUjtit, would come to a head
in his mm tioe.U0
From the beginning, London' w - i4 been with the
HlIlM, the fellow Caucasians. I aefsat of taeso whites by
the little yellow sen drove him frantic. In one dispatch he
reveals his sensations at the sight of a group of Russian
prisiotiers:
1^7Joan London, 2"
13 80« Connor, 220.
139ti-^Q Yellow Feriln was an essay first printed in Ths
San Franclfico "^m^nr - September 25, 190i..
1(
*°uichard Kofstadter, ^PHUMeljl Ifl African Thought
(Boston, Has**! The Beacon Press, 1953), 189.
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• • .the sight I saw was a blow in the face to me* On my
mind it had the stunning effect of the sharp impact of a
man's fist* There was a man. a white man. with blue eyes,
looking at me* He was dirty and unkempt. He had been
through a fierce battle* But his eyes were bluer than mine
and his skin was as white* • • .1 caught myself gasping*
A choking sensation was in my throat* These men were my
kind* 3*1
London's return from Asia found him more convinced than ever
of Nordic superiority. The fear and hatred that he developed
for the Orientals increased throughout his life.
Very closely related to his racial chauvinism was London's
belief in imperialism* The idea that an emerging America should
share with Great Britain the burden of expanding the dominions
of the Anglo-Saxon race was the logical conclusion of his whole
philosophy of racial superiority* He was an admirer of Kipling
and was charmed by the lyrical prose which praised the "dominant
bourgeoisie, the war march of the white men around the world,
the triumphant paean of imperialism". ^ Surely, London under-
stood the economic underpinnings of his race glorification.
Rather than being naive, he was probably consciously accepting
and exploiting the superstitions and prejudices of his time.
In any case. London's fiction sung the praises of the
Anglo-Saxons as they evolved in the United States. In nearly
all his heroes he endeavored to present in the flesh the perfect
American warrior* Certainly in London himself—adventurer,
author, and intellectual—his contemporaries saw what they thought
was the model of strenuous Americanism* But neither London
^Foner, 59.
U2Geismar. 173.
^Bland, 6H.
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nor his heroes were real. They were simply a romantic "exaggeration
of the spirit of America as a whole, an exaggeration and a buries*
que", ^ but they held the attention of the nation. It Mas little
wonder, then, that London, his fiction, and his countrymen were
inextricably caught up in the ethic of Nordic supremacy and the
manifest destiny of America across the face of the globe.*^
An interesting aspect of London's racial chauvinism was
the twin dilemma of his own life. In the first place he was
throughout his life frustrated by the mystery of his own origins.
He had firmly established the illegitimate nature of his birth
and the fact that John London was definitely not his father. He
must hare suspected (as did most of his biographers) that his
father was Professor Chaney. In their correspondence, however,
Chaney adamantly denied the charge and London was left in the
shadow of doubt.
Directly related to London's illegitimacy was his obsession
to produce a male heir. He readily admitted that he had chosen
his first wife specifically for the task of bringing forth a son.
Further evidence of his obsession was the resulting unhappiness
when both his marriages failed to produce a male offspring. The
psychological implications of London's illegitimacy and his in-
ability to leave a male heir are complex indeed. In view of
his preoccupation with racial origins, this personal dilemma
lu
»3raham, 57.
^Daniel Aaron, writers on the Left (New York: Harcourt,
Brace <5c tforld. Inc., 1961), 38.
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lends a mien of tragic irony to his life and works.
Conclusion
As a socialist Jack London compensated for his ideological
weaknesses with his characteristic enthusiasm. The inconsis-
tencies of his life and fiction with the socialist creed provide
a more profound evaluation of America's most widely-read author
during the first decade of the twentieth century. It would be a
disservice to attempt to Judge London* s work without also
appreciating the environmental forces which shaped his life and
fiction. Probably more than any other writer in his generation,
he was profoundly and consciously affected by his times.
Individualism, Social Darwinism, racism, and imperialism
were all fundamental elements of middle-class thought in the
United States. ^ These factors were manifestations of the crude
mythology of a rising social class seeking a base for its claim
of superiority. Jack London's contribution to this new-found
assertiveness was significant. Ho provided, in the flesh and
in his fiction, the prototype of the perfect American warrior,
the result of biological determinism in the new world.
It is not really surprising that London, obsessed with his
own illegitimate birth and propelled by his rise out of the social
pit, should have been drawn to the cult of violence, blood, and
race. His heroes stormed the heights of their own minds, and
shouted that they were storming the world. His contemporaries
read his fiction as adventures, symbols of their own muscularity.
1^6Geismar, 2U.
ee
lover, his fiction keynoted tht transition of America into its
new role in *orld affairs—confident, aggressive, and powerful.
CHAPTER V
London's Fiction Under Analyst!
Three Faces of Jack London
Having discussed in general terms London' life and fiction,
a detailed investigation of certain selected writs should illu-
minate and illustrate a number of conclusions. It is the purpose
of this chapter to analyse three of London's novels
—
The Sea
,
Wolf . 1**? The Iron Heel . 3-43 and Martin Eden ^—in order to compare
and contrast the recurrent themes which his fiction espouses.
These three novels have been selected for several reasons*
In the first place, with the exception of The Call of the Wild
(really an extended short story), The Sea Wolf . The Iron Heel , and
. artin J)den were probably London's best novels. At least, they
have endured the test of time better than have any of his other
long works. Of equal importance, the three central characters of
these novels—Wolf Larsen, Ernest Everhard, and Martin Eden-
represent the most complete development of London's fictionalised
self-image. 150
^Jack London, The Sea Wolf (New York: Bantam Books, I960).
lid
* Jack London, The Iron Heel (New York: Sagamore Press,
Inc., 1957).
^9Jack London, Martin Eden (New York: Holt, Rinehart, and
Winston, 1956).
150pre(j Lawis Pattee, The New American Literature; 1890-1930
(New York: The Century Company, 1930), 1J0.
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All three novels have been widely read in the United States
at well as abroad. The Sea Wolf, published in 1904, was an
immediate literary success. Aft*r 7h« Call of the Wild it was
London's most popular work. The Iron Heel, which enjoyed less
immediate success, has gradually risen to a prominent place
among his works. It appeared in 1903, arriving on the literary
scene near enough the abortive Russian Revolution of 1905, to
cause a mild sensation. Furthermore, its influence on twentieth
century revolutionaries and its remarkable prophesies of the
coming of fascism transcend what little financial success it
initially enjoyed. Martin Eden was, and is, generally celebrated
as London's best fictionalised autobiography. As such, it was
widely read, ranking only behind The Call of the Wild and The
ea .ol
:
in tarms of copies sold. ."ubiished in 190y, . 'ir'n
Idmn was treated harshly by most critics, but in spite of its
faults it remains as one of London's most powerful and enduring
The three novels are espeeisilv pertinent to this study
because each dramatically illustrates the political conflicts of
London's fiction. Dramatised in each is the conflict between
individualism and idealistic socialism. The problem is closely
linked with London's concept of class conflict and the Horatio
Alger ethic. Throughout the three novels is London 9 s underlying
worship of power, violence, and conquest. Each novel reveals a
stage in London's self-analysis and the evolution of his thinking
which led him to suicide.
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The Sea itfolf
If we were to take London 1 s word that The ^oa a'olf was an
indictment of individualism, it would be necessary to dismiss it
as a total failure and turn our attention to anothar work. The
Sea Wolf is significant, however, precisely because it is a
Glorification of individualism (and all which it implies), rather
than an indictment. The villian of the story, Wolf Larsen, the
Nietsschean captain of the "Ghost w , became the most memorable
human character London ever created. As the prototype of strength,
courage, violence, and masculinity, those traits which London so
admired, Larsen is rivaled only by the dog Buck of The Call of the
Wild.
As a novel the first half of The Sea Wolf is a great
adventure story combined with the credible development of an
151
almost incredible character—Larsen. ^ It moves rapidly and
the dialogue between Larsen and his antithesis, Humphrey Van
Weyden, brilliantly reveals the superman 1 s philosophy. With the
introduction of the female character, Maud Brewster, about half
152
way through the story, the novel becomes unbelievably bad. J
The last half is permeated with sentimentalism and Victorian
proprieties which destroy the credibility of either the story
or the social message.
Briefly, the novel is structured around Humphrey Van
Weyden, a refined literary-type who has nevor known physical
151 Ibid.. 134.
152
Ifeid.
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labor. Van *eyden it placed At the mercy of *olf Larsen *hen
he is rescued from s ship vreci; by the sealing schooner "Ghost"
•
Larsen refuses to return Van .Veyien to San F: -co, but,
instead, forces him to bacons a cabin-boy* Van aeyden, the
product of a sheltered, Kiddle-class society, soon finds that
the values he has always lived by are flouted and he must accept
the survival code which rules the lives of the men on the schooner,
He first coomb under the power of a miserable Cockney cook, Thomas
Mugrldge, and realises that he oust either crush the cook or be
crushed by him.
Van Weyden's introduction to the pitiless and brut
environment of the "Ghost" is drollfully observed and manipulated
by Larsen. As they sail toward the sealing waters of Asia,
Larsen frequently summons Van tfeyden to his cabin to talk philoso-
phy. It is in these conversations that the conflict between
Larsen's atavistic individualism and Van Weyden*s Christian
morality is reveal »d. In each Instance, however, the scholarly
Van *eyden is overpowered and dominated by the primitive reasoning
Of Larsen.
The story is liberally interspersed with various adventures
and personality conflicts. The drama is heightened by the charac-
terisation of Larsen as "the perfect type of primitive man, born
a thousand years or generations too la to and an anachronism in
this culminating century of civilization". " As for Van Weyden,
he begins to adapt to his new environment and soon becomes as
tough as his shipmates. Larsen observes the change in him with
153 The Sea rfolf. 52.
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sardonic amusement and promotes him to mate. Throughout the
story Van Weyden is a*/are of his own weakness as compared to
the Sea 7olf , s strength. It is a constant source of shame
which leads him to worship the absolute dominance which Larsen
holds over everyone and everything around him, Larsen is por-
trayed as the master of every situation, whether it be the
defiance of a dozen hardened sailors or the most devastating
typhoon nature can brew up. In fact, the Sea Wolf seems to
seek out violence and to flirt with chaos in order to continually
reassert himself. He is unreasonably brutal in his treatment of
the ere* and throughout the story Van Weyden remains a passive
observer to avoid involving himself.
After weathering typhoon, the n0hostw picks up a life
boat containing Tlaud Brewster, a beautiful young woman and
renowned poetess. Thus, half way through the story the third
major character is literally washed into the plot. As a result,
the tough-minded and realistic narrative breaks down, and a
romance between Van Weyden and Maud Brewster begins to bud,
Larsen, however, has other plans. To him, Kaud Brewster is
nothing more than a female animal to be ravished purely for
sexual satisfaction. The result, of course, is that Larsen
attacks the woman and Van Weyden intervenes, Juet as the mad
sea captain is about to crush Van ..'oyden, he is stricken with
a blinding headacho. This fortuitous turn of events allows Van
Weyden and his gentle poetess to make good their escape by open
it across the northern sea.
The flight of the enamored couple is replete with hardships
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H they are cast up on a desolate Island In the northern
radf!-. As they prepare to await a chance rescue, the "Ohost",
with only Larsen aboard, Is washed up on the very beach where
they hare set up housekeeping. Though he has been deserted by
his crev, the blind and dy*- i Wolf still represents a threat
to the harmony of the hero and heroine. When Van Weyden tries
to restore the "Ghost ," the wretched Larsen, determined to die
with his ship, thwarts his attempts. Finally, when Van Weyden
is unable (or unwilling) to kill Larsen, the giant is struck by
another attack and dies.
Upon restoring the schooner. Van Weyden and his beloved
manage to set sail. In a short time the are rescued by a U. S.
revenue cutter. The final lines epitomise the ludicrous pro-
prieties which dominate and destroy the last half of the novel!
"One kiss, dear love," I whispered* "One kiss before
they come."
"And rescue us from ourselves," she completed, with
a most adorable smile, whimsical as I had ever seen it,
'or it was whimsical with love. 1 **
With a :'ew exceptions, only the first half of T)\q £oa
,olf provides insights into the political ideas of Jack London.
The relations between the stainless lovers, Humphrey Van ..oyden
and Maud Brewster, need bo acknowledged only as the factor which
damaged the validity of the novel. It is the confrontation of
the civilised Van a'evden with tho primordialism of Larsen which
reveals the significance of the wor .
a characterisation of wolf Laraen overwhelmingly dominatei
15
*»Tbld.. 252.
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The Sea </olf . According to London, the whole purpose of the
novel was to illustrate that the Nietzschean hero was doomed by
his inevitable imperfections. In a letter to Mary Austin in
1915, London wrote: "Long years ago, at the very beginning of
my writing career. I attacked Nietzsche and his super-man idea.
This was in The Sea Wolf . Lots of people read The Sea Wolf . no
one discovered that it was an attack upon the super-man philoso-
phy. nl 55 it is a fact that every major review of The Sea Wolf
missed the point as London claimed to have intended it. * But
investigation of the novel readily reveals the cause of what
London claimed was a misinterpretation.
The fact is that in creating the character of Wolf Larsen.
London produced some of his best fiction. In comparison to
Larsen, Humphrey Van Weyden is almost a non- character. He is
little more than a literary device for the development of Larsen
as the central character. The overriding characteristic of Wolf
Larsen is the similarity he bears to his creator. It is almost
inconceivable that an author would try to indict an autobiographi-
cal character, but that is precisely what London did (if we
accept his word for it) in The Sea Wolf . 1^7
The evidence that Wolf Larsen was the self-portrait of
Jack London is manifold. On the surface, the name Wolf Larsen
155Hendrick and Shepard, 463.
156s#e f0r example, the reviews of The Sea Wolf in The
Independent 58(Jan. 5, 1905), 39 and Bookman 20(r:ov. / 190/J7219.
**
'Henry Steele Commager, The American Kind (New Haven,
Conn.: Yale University Press, 1950 J, il.
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has obvloue connotations. London was infatuated with the word
"..olf. He liked to think of himself as a wolf aaong dogs and,
as discussed in Chapter Four, encouraged his friends to call him
•Wolf*. As for the surname, London and Larsen are too similar
for mere coincidence.
But the name is really very superficial. Much more con-
clusive is the physical description of Larsen. As seen through
the eyes of the weakling Van tfeyden, the Sea Wolf is everything
London wanted to be and thought he was.
His height was probably about five feet ten inches. • •
but my first impression of the man was of his strength. • •
It was a strength we are not wont to associate with things
primitive, with wild animals. • • a strength savage, ferocious,
alive in itself, the essence of life in that it is the
potency of motion. • • though this strength pervaded every
action of his, it seemed but the advertisement of a greater
strength that lurked within, that lay dormant. • • but which
might arouse, at any moment, terrible and cosmelling, like
the rage of a lion or the wrath of a storm. 5 °
The muscularity with which London was so vitally concerned
was not only of the body, but of the soul as well. Van Weyden
perceived that Larsen* s strength transcended the physical realm*
It was "an immense vigor or virility of spirit that lay behind
i«o
and beyond and out of sight. n ' 7 All this strength did not lie
dormant. Larsen was capable of action as London could imagine
it in no other, save himself. Violence and brutality became
virtues in the environment dominated by Larsen: "• • .it was
over and done with between the ticks of two seconds. Larsen
^
^The Sea Wolf . 13.
159 Ibld .. 17.
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had sprung fully six feet across the deck and driven his fist
into the other's stomach. • • He lifted into the air, described
a short curve and struck the deck on his head and shoulders,
where he lay and writhed about in agony." Indeed, at times,
Larsen' a feats reached superhuman proportions. Set upon by
seven strong men in the forecastle of the ship, he climbed a
ladder nby the might of his arms, the whole pack of men striving
to drag him back and down. • • no man less than a giant could
have done what he did."
In relating the brutality of Wolf Larsen, London outdoes
himself in vivid description. The credibility of the violence
is the direct result of the author 1 s enthusiasm—his eagerness
to relate things he believed he understood. In punishing one of
the seamen, Larsen and his mate "struck him with their fists,
kicked him with their heavy shoes, knocked him down, and dragged
him to his feet to knock him down again. His eyes were blinded
so that he could not see, and the blood running from his ears,
nose, and mouth turned the cabin into a shambles* And when he
could no longer rise they still continued to beat and kick him
162
where he lay.*1 Then for good measure Larsen turned on his
mate and struck a blow which hurled him "back like a cork,
driving his head against the wall with a crash." ** The whole
novel is composed of repeated scenes of brutality and violence.
l6 Ibid .. 21.
l6l
Ikil. f 95.
l62lbld.. eo.
163lbld.
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Thourh ror the most part absolutely senseless, it Is the
descriptions of these scenes and of their perpetrator that
makes The Sea Wolf menorable.
If this preoccupation with brutality in The Saa Wolf
indicates a certain latent sadism on the part of the author,
it is accompanied by rather overt overtones of narcissism,
should be noted that both Wolf Larsen and Humphrey Van
V/eyden are at least semi-autobiographical. London 1 s character-
isation of Van tfeyden never comes through anything wore than a
device for observing Larsen, but as such, the weakling scholar
serves his purpose well. Thus, it is suggested that London
worships his own body as he has Van Weyden worship the body of
Wolf Larsen
I had never before seen him stripped, and the sight of
his body quite took ray breath away. It has never been my
weakness to exalt the flesh— far from it; but there is
enough of the artist in roe to appreciate its wonder. I
must say that I was fascinated by the perfect lxnes of
If Lirsen^s figure, and by what I may ton the terrible
beauty of it. • His body, thanks to his Scandinavian
stock, was fair as the fairest woman's. 165
sre ire numerous other examples of this narcissism throughout
the text. The significance of the sadism and narcissism of
flM Sea .7olf lies in the fact that both are manifestations of
extreme individualism.
The personality of London is infused into his characteri-
sation in terms of the author s lust for women and strong drink.
Van «'eyden repeatedly mentions Larsen' s obvious virility, and tho
l6
^Ceismar, 179.
l6 *Ths Sea rfolf . 99.
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members of the crew tell tales of some of the captain* s sexual
conquests. Include! also in the characterization of Larsen was
his ability to hold his liquor* This was another manifestation
of what London thought was masculinity. Van V/eyden is terribly
impressed with the captain's ability with the bottle. "Wolf
Larsen was unaffected by the drink, yet he drank class for glass,
and if anything his glasses wero fuller. There was no change in
him."166
The Horatio Alger ethic which so endeared London to his own
success story is included in the development of Wolf Larsen.
Contrasted with Van Weyden who had never worked a day in his
life. Lirsen is the absolute image of a self-made man. Though
he had the i ristocratic blood of the Nordics coursing through
his veins, his life began in abject poverty. By sheer force of
will he struggled ever upward. "Cabin-boy at twelve, ship's
boy at fourteen, ordinary seaman at sixteen, able seaman at
seventeen, and cock of the fo'c'sle, infinite ambition and
infinite loneliness, receiving neither help nor sympathy, I did
it all for myself. . . Master and owner of a ship at the top of
ay life."167
The most decisive revelation of Larsen as the London solf-
ige comes when Van tfeyden discovers that the muscular captain
is also an intellectual. The captain's cabin is filled with
books—Shakespeare, Tennyson, Poe, Darwin, Shaw and many others
that only a true intellectual would read. Van Weyden is, of
166IM!.. 54.
l67
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courre, ever <heliced by this! "It was patent than this terrible
an was no ignorant clod, suc v as ona would inevitably suppose
him to be from hie exhibitions of brutality. At once he beoaaa
an enigma* Ona side or the other of his personality wao perfectly
comprehensible; but both sides together were bewildering, "*^8
Van Weyden's discovery opens the door for the direct
Nation of the two opposing philosophies. Van tfeyden'
s
<vw of life never is aade clear, but presumably it is one of
love and morality consistent with the twentieth century Christian
world. It is the philosophy of Larsen, the primitive code of
survival of the fittest, which totally dominates these discussions.
e^ery instance, the Sea Wolf's arguments overpower those of
the scholar 9 In answer to Van Veyden's assertion that im-
morality is the eni for life, Larsen declaros the ethic of
primordial individualism:
I believe life is a mess. . • It is like yeast, a ferment,
a thing that :oves and .y move for a minute, an hour, a
year, or a hundred years, but that in the end it will cease
to rnove. The big eat the little that they may continue to
move, the strong eat the weak that they may retain their
strength. Tl I *ucky oat the most and move the longest, that
is ali. 170
No where in London's fiction is there a more concise proclamation
of his approach to life. Thus, London's philosophy is that of
l6
*Ibid.. 3k.
^^Oordon Hills, "Jack London's Quest for Salvation, n
American Quarterly. 7 1 Spring 1955), 13*
17QThe Sea IfOlf . 35.
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the Sea .;olf. 171
Van Weyden' s reaction to this philosophy is to point out
the utter hopelessness of such an existence. Echoing a motif
which is recurrent throughout London's fiction, Larsen asserts
that life itself is the end for existence. "We want to live and
move, though j.ve no reason to, because it happens that it is
the nature of life to live and move, to want to live ^nd move. 1 ' 2
Then, when Van Weyden charges that Larsen makes a mockery of
life, the Sea Wolf answers: "Life? Bah! It has no value. Of
cheap things it is the cheapest. • . life eats life till the
strongest and most piggish li."e is left. • • the only value life
has 's vhat life puts upon itself."17 ^
The e .hic6 of Larsen are startlingly and totally incompre-
hensible to Van Weyden. "Might is right, and that is all there
is to it. Weakness is wrong. . . it is pleasurable to be strong,
because of the profits; painful to be weak because of the
penalties." * This concept is very near the "I LIKE" philosophy
which London admittedly lived by. In fact, Larsen mouths London's
ideas in a discussion *ith ? faud Brewster: "As I see it, a man
does things because of desire. He has many desires. He may
desire to escape pain, or to enjoy pleasure. But whatever he
does, he does because he desires to do it.""" There are overtones
171 tfilfrid Lay, " Jhn Barleycorn' Under Psychoanalysis,"
Bookman, 45(1917), 51.
172The Se.v .olf . }'. .
173 Ibid.. 48.
17
^IbH., 55.
17 $ Ibid .. 169.
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here, as with London 1 * "I LIKE" philosophy, of Justification for
sexual unorthodox?.
Under pressure from Van Weyden, the Sea Wolf admits that
besides self-preservation, man must consider two further factors.
"First a man must act for his own benefit; to do this is to be
moral and good. Next he must act for the benefit of his children.
176
And third, he must act for the benefit of his race." At this
point, Van Weyden, the product of the twentieth century, chines
in: "And the highest, finest, right conduct is that act which
177benefits at the same time the man, his children, and his race."
Thus, we find incorporated into the philosophical framework of
the novel one of London 1 s favorite themes—the sanctity of progeny
and the glorification of race. Certainly the idea of Nordic
superiority is implied throughout The Sea Wolf by the character-
isation of Larsen as the all-conquering Viking from the north.
Speaking through Van *eyden, London hastened to point out
that the Sea Wolf was not an immoral man, but that he war amoral
•
"I remarked the total lack of viciousness, or wickedness, or
sinfulness, in his face. It was the face, I am convinced, of a
man who did no wrong. "17° Van Weyden gradually begins to admire
the atavism of Larsen and to openly patronise this primordial
brutality. The Sea wolf is completely absolved because he is
"a man so purely primitive that he was of the type that came into
176 Ibld .. 56.
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the world before the development of the moral nature. He was
not immoral, but merely unmoral." '° Thus, in exactly the same
way as London justified his own desires and ambitions, he
exonerated Wolf Larsen^s brutality, lust, and greed.
A final comment must be nade about the inconsistencies
between London f s intended meaning (if we take his word for it)
of The Sea wolf and the message which in fact comes through. In
the end, after Larsen falls prey to the mysterious disease, one
would expect Van Weyden to shine forth as the example of the
victory of civilization, love, and morality over atavism, Darwinism
and amoral ity. This is not at all the case. On the contrary, the
gentle scholar reverts to the primitive and accepts in toto the
Sea Wolf's philosophy. At the end of the novel, the blind and
dying Larsen forbids Van Weyden to rebuild the "Ghost." The
reply is predictable! "You forget. . .You are no longer the
biggest bit of the ferment. You were, once, and able to eat
me. . . but there has been a diminishing and I am now able to eat
you."l°0 In the end, Van Weyden has the opportunity to kill the
Sea Wolf, but finds he can not—not due to moral considerations for
l 81
another human, but due to the necessity to preserve their race.
Finally, Wolf Larsen dies. It is significant to note that
he does not die at the hands of his adversarles--neither Van
Weyden, the crew, nor nature itself. He is destroyed by some
Wlbid.
l80Ibld. , 220.
181xHevlew of The Sea Wolf , by Jack London, The Independent
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secret malady, presumably a brain tumor. London failed miserably
if he sincerely wanted to demonstrate that the superman cannot be
successful in modern life. In no way is it shown through the
movement of the novel that the Sea Wolf (and all he stands for)
is destroyed by social forces at work in the plot. His fall comes
as the result of something unknown and adventitious which could
hardly be shown to represent society 1 s hostility to his kind. *
On the contrary, the power and mystery of his personality pervades
the structure of the novel to his very last breath.
The idea that tfolf Larsen was Jack London's conception of
the Nietsschean superman is widely bandied about. In the first
critical response to The Sea ..olf the mood was set. The
Independent raagaiine early in 1905, noted: "Wolf Larsen is a
typical Superman, the great blond beast of Nietische. • • no
18l
mere symbol, but very much alive." * In the novel itself,
London never mentions the word "superman" and mentions Nietische
only casually in the first paragraph of the book: "he loafed
through the winter months and read Uietische and Schopenhauer to
rest his brain." * It was not until the last years of his
life that London claimed The Sea Wolf was an attack on Nietische.
Most commentators, however, indicate that London conceived
the character of wolf Larsen before he had any extensive knowledge
of Nietische' s superman. 15 5 it can probably be concluded that
ia2
-alcutt, 105.
l83 The Independent . 5$: 39.
lgi»The Sea rfolf . 1.
185See, for example, Walcutt, p. 105 and Joan London, p. 209*
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London first became acquainted with Nietzsche's works sometime
in 1905, because thereafter he mentions the philosopher's name
at every opportunity in his fiction.
As a novel, The Sea Wolf is as schizoid as was its author.
The first half is powerful and captivating, one of the best sea
stories of American fiction, and an example of the best work
London ever produced. The second half is for the most part a
ludicrous reversion to Victorian proprieties and frivolities.
The novel is significant to this study because the characterization
of Wolf Larsen provides greater insights into London's personality
than does any other of his fictional works. It is all there
—
rampant individualism, materialism, racial superiority, narcissism,
brutality, and violence. The Sea Wolf provides an appropriate
introduction for the study of The Iron Heel and Martin £den .
Clearly, A'olf Larsen was London's first great autobiographical
character (human character) and the philosophy of the Sea Wolf
was the philosophy of the author.
The Iron Heel
Of the vast amount of socialist propaganda which London
turned out during his career. The Iron Heel is the only example
still in print and widely read. It is truly a remarkable novel,
a key work among London's fiction, and one of the classics of
American radicalism. The Iron Heel is important in this study
for two reasons. In the first place it is the best source for
an investigation of the romantic allure which the socialist cause
held for London. Secondly, there are a number of striking
similarities between the leader of the socialist revolution
—
.est Iverhard—and rfolf Larsen. This second point, of course.
Implies that Ernest Everhard, like Wolf Larsen, is another of
London 1 s romanticised autobiographical characters. ^^6
ie Iron Heel is the story of the inevitable class conflict
in America between the socialist movement and the capitalist
oligarchy. The leader of the cause, Everhard, comes to dominate
the novel, personifying in a composite sense the whole movement,
and thereby nearly blotting it out. The narrative is delivered
from a diary written by Everhard f s wife. The presentation is
such that the reader assumes the diary has been discovered and
resurrected at some far distant date after the fall of the olig-
archy and the rise of the "Brotherhood of Kan." Presumably some
scholar o n this new society has edited the diary and regards it
as a historical document which necessitates numerous footnotes
to clarify such archaic terms as "peddlers," "the Mayflower,"
"cut-rates," and "patent medicine."
As a novel. The Iron Heel had some obvious faults, mfhile
the fiction is aimed at documenting the imminent class conflict,
it becomes bogged down in the characterisation of Everhard as
the hero of the movement. ^7 Th9 iore affair between Everhard
and his wife, Avis, is unsat ' sfactory due to the unbelievable
proprieties with which it is burdened. As a device for attacking
twentieth century American society, the footnotes, ostensibly
inserted by the scholar of the future with all-knowing hindsight,
actually detract from the work. They too often appear forced and
ia6Pattee, 130.
ld7 C. H. Gratten, "Jack London," The Bpoknan . 68( February,
1929), 669.
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actually comical (though Included by London with all seriousness).
The Iron Heel is, however, unique among London 1 s works. It
is a sort of anti-utopia. As such, it was among the first of a
new line which included Aldous Huxley 1 s Brave New World and
George Orwell's Nineteen Eighty-Four . 18* To a certain extent,
by stepping completely outside his own age and describing its
characteristics as being shockingly primitive, London employed
an effective literary device. Through this medium he outlined
the whole course of the class revolution. Most of his predictions
have proven incorrect, but The Iron Heel is notable for the things
London did accurately foresee. 1^
The story follows the rise of Ernest Everhard as he ascends
the ranks of the socialist movement. Through the eyes of his
wife, we watch Everhard clearly interpret the fallacies of the
capitalist economic system and foresee the rise of an oligarchy
which destroys the middle-class and attempts to crush the social-
ists. The socialists first try to achieve power through democratic
elections and Everhard is elected to Congress along with a number
of his comrades. They discover, however, that the capitalists,
determined not to hand over the reins of government, have conspired
to form a militant oligarchy.
At this point in the story, Everhard realises that this
conflict between the classes can only be resolved by violent
revolution. He assumes the responsibility for organising the
"Fighting Groups" which compose the core of the revolutionary
movement. The story follows the preparation for the first revolt
ld8Geismer, 163.
l89T. K. Whipple, Study Out the Land (Berkeley and Los
Angeles: University of California Proso, 1943), 102.
muntil it is decisively put down by the oligarchy. During this
brief uprising Everhard and his wife are separated and each
experiences the most extreme dangers imaginable. They are, how-
ever, reunited at the point where the narrative is abruptly
broken off. From the footnotes, we are informed that Everhard
is eventually executed by the oligarchy, but the revolution goes
on for three hundred years until the "Brotherhood of Man* is
finally established.
As a socialist Indictment of the American capitalist
society. The Iron Heel is brilliant in places. London recognised
the power that corporation lawyers would exercise. He repeatedly
Identified the combines and the trusts as the true enemies of
not only the working class, but of the middle class as well.
Carefully following Marxist doctrine, London explained the inevit-
ability of imperialism as being the result of capitalist economy.
He then dramatically demonstrated how wars between imperialist
nations could be averted when organised labor on both sides refused
to participate.
Certainly the most notable prophecy in The Iron Heel was
London* s description of the development of an oligarchy. The
similarities between London*s conception of oligarchy and the
fascist conspiracy which became a reality in Germany during the
1930 9 s are startling. In their quest for absolute control, the
oligarchs insti ate a bomb explosion in Congress in order to
blame the socialists and arrest them. This incident is a fright-
ening parallell to the Reichstag Fire under Hitler which paved
the way for the Nasi reign of terror. A number of other similar-
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it lea may also be noted, London foresaw a passport system as a
means of controlling the movement of society. He predicted the
sudden and unexplained disappearance of people , the secret agents
and double agents hidden throughout society, the "Mercenaries"
(like Hitler* s Stormtroopers), and scientific processes for
molding the thought patterns of whole nations. These were all
horrors which London foresaw under the oligarchy and they became
realities in Hitler's Germany* It is obvious, however, that much
the same sort of society resulted from Stalin* communist regime
in Russia. Such a turn of events was the kind of risk which a
self-appointed prophet like London had to be prepared to take.
Upon publication, The Iron Heel met instant derision by a
majority of the critics. London had anticipated that the revolu-
tionary novel would receive a blistering by the establishment
press, but he was unprepared for its hostile reception by the
socialist movement. The International Socialist Review expressed
the reaction of the majority of London* s socialist comrades!
n [The Iron Heelj is well calculated to repel many whose addition
to our forces is sorely needed; it gives a new impetus to the
old and generally discarded cataclysmic theory; it tends to weaken
the political Socialist movement by discrediting the ballot and
to encourage the reactionary notion of physical force, so alluring
1Q0
to a certain type of mind." 7
London, o/ course, was very pained by this hostile socialist
reception to what he considered a great contribution to their
cause. The same article in The International Socialist Review
^Opener, 96.
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admitted that the novel wee "an Ingenious and stirring romance." *
Quite possibly, this response from the socialist movement in the
United States touched closely to the basic enigma which character-
ised all of London's efforts on behalf of the working class. In
the first
4
lace, his approach was totally romantic. Secondly, his
attraction to physical force and violence took him across the
political spectrum to his more comfortable recline in the reaction-
ary mold.
Romantic that he was, London could not resist writing his
own self-image into the hero's role of The Iron Heel . Ernest
Everhard was the revolutionist the author would liked to have been,
had he not also desired to be a novelist, adventurer, intellectual,
192
and landed gentleman. Everhard strides across the pages of
The Iron Heel slaying his foes with both his intellect and brute
strength. In the grand London style, Everhard is the cunning and
powerful wolf which leads the inferior pack of dogs. Life under
the Iron Heel was, indeed, "the terrible wolf struggle of those
centuries."
In her description of her husband. Avis Sverhard is obviously
mouthing the words London longed to hear from his own wife, Charmlan.
"His neck was the neck of a prise- fighter, thick and strong. • .He
was a natural aristocrat—and this in spite of the fact that he was
in the camp of the non-aristocrats. He was a superman, a blond
beast si^ch as Niitssche has described. w1^ This idea that Everhard
191
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192Joan London, 307.
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is somehow different—pre sumably by blood—from his socialist
comrades pervades the whole novel. Though Avis admits that
Everhard was born in the working class, she goes on to assure
the reader that nhe was a descendent of the old line of Everhards
IOC
that for over two hundred years had lived in America." J It
seems that it was only the utmost restraint which prevented London
from describing his hero as a Kordic stromlng down from the north.
Indeed, Avis does confide that her husband, "what with his broad
196
shoulders and kingly head. • .looked magnificent."
But as with tfolf Larsen, London endowed the hero of The
Iron Heel with more than superb physical attributes. Everhard
was also a dynamic intellectual. Upon being confronted by a
whole group of philosophers and ministers who represent the
establishment, Everhard soundly puts them down by the pure force
of his reasoning. Avis relates the devastation:
I can hear him now, with that war note in his voice, flaying
them with his facts, each fact a lash that stung and stung
again. And he was merciless. He took no quarter, and he
gave none. I can never forget the flaying he gave them. 197
But through the course of the story, *e find that Everhard is
more than just a clear thinker. He gradually becomes the total
prophet. His interpretations of the capitalist system and the
evolution of the oligarchy prove faultless. In fac^, the character-
ization of Everhard leads the reader to believe that, not only is
19 5lbid., 23.
196 Ibid., 66.
197 lbld .. Id.
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he always right, bit ha along has the pipeline to Truth, and
his comrades are constantly wrong. "Ernest pinned his faith in
Revolutic:
.
In thia he was in advance of his party. His fellow
socialists could not agree with him. • • thoy were stirred by
him, but they were too sure of their own strength."*"- Bverhard
was, of course, correct and his attitude toward his comrades is
that of a parent toward undisciplined children.
The parent-child analogy between Everhard and the socialist
movement follows an interesting development. To London, his hero
was the maximum leader of the revolution, not only in the political
sense, but in the spiritual sense as well. In this role, Everhard
evolves to the extreme of becoming the Christ- image:
rnest arose before me transfigured, the apostle of truth,
with shining brows and the fearlessness of one of God's
own angels, battling for the truth and the right, and batt-
ling for the succor of tho poor an*i lonely and oppressc .
And then there arose before as another figure, the Christ
I
He, too, had taken the part of the lowly and oppressed, and
against all the established power of priest and pharieee.
An.-! I remembered his end upon the cross, and my heart con-
tracted 1 ith a pang as I thought of Ernest. Was he, too,
destined ror a cross?—he, with his clarion call and war-
noted voice, and all the fine man's vigor of him! 1
""
The comparison that London made between Christ and Everhard is
obvious. But it carries something of a shock with it, coming
from the avowed atheist and materialist which London claimed to
be. It seems that London's Christ-image is similar to Time
magaiine's description of Billy Graham's "Rippling muscled Christ
who resembles Charles Atlas with a halo." 200 This all reinforces
19g Ibld .. 150.
199 Ibld .. 5U.
2(X>Tlme Magaslne . 60(November 17, 1952), 47.
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the idea that London's fictional heroes, whether they are cast as
sea captains, revolutionists or the Son of God, are all projections
of the author's self-image. The fatt that Everhard's role in
Trie Iron .ieel is that of a socialist oracle and revolutionist in
no way prevents him from being the typical London hero—individual-
ist, superman, and intellectual*
There are several other themes which contribute to the
characterization of Everhard and are consistent with London's
fiction- Iverhard is, of course, the typical Horatio Alger type
who has struggled up from the bottom of the social pit to a
position of respectability.
At ten years of age he had gone to work in the mills, and
later served his apprenticeship and became a horseshoer.
He was self-educated, had taught himself German and French.
^nd at that time was earning a meager living by translating
scientific and philosophical works for a struggling socialist
publishing house in Chicago. Also, his earnings were added
to by the royaltles^from the sales of his own economic and
philosophic works. 2 *
London also manages to work into this novel some hints of his
racial prejudice. He warns his comrades that their long- sought
"Brotherhood of Kan" will be threatened by the Yellow Peril of
the East. "The cry in all Asia was, 'Asia for the Asiatics!'
And behind this cry was Japan, ever urging and aiding the yellow
and brown races against the white. n202 It is ratli r a twisted
theme to incorporate into a socialist novel.
Throughout the whole of The Iron Heel there is the ever-
present theme of violence and brutality. The potential strength
201The Iron Heel . 24.
202 Ibid .. 199.
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I united working class provtdtd part of London 1 * romantic
attraction to %ki socialist movement, cut in his own society as
well as I "lie Iron >el. London c>uld never quite envisage a
dynamic realixation of this working class strength* He knew his
B strength, hovever, and could only conceive of a truly revolu-
tionary soci tlist movement in the form of himself, or of his
self-imago-- i. It was always Everhard, and not a united
socialist rror.t, t v.at stood up to the capitalists. "He extended
rr?m his splendid shoulders his two great Jirms, and the horseshoe^s
hande vere clutching the air like eagle's talons. He was the
spirit of regnant labor as he stood there, his hands outreaching
to rend and crush his audience." 2 -*
M of the real ironies of The Iron Heel is that as London
developed the hatred oligarchy, he endowed it with such strength,
vigor, in- brutality tliat he must have suppressed his admiration
for the finished product. The oligarchy, to a much greater degree
. n the socialist movement, possessed those qualities which
London so admired. A spokesman for the oligarchy answers the
socialists* demands in words that must have thri" led Lon ion as
he penned them:
In the roar of shell and shrapnel and in whine of machine
guns will our wer be couched, we will grin you revo-
lutionists under our heel, and -«e shall walk upon your
.ces. .e ^orld is ours, we are its lords, and ours
shall remain. . .those that come after us have the power.
There is the word. It is the king of words—Power. Kot
God, not mammon, but Power. nPour it over your tongue till
it tingles with it. Power. 2U4
2°3 lbld .. '3.
204 Ibid .. 63.
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There is also the atmosphere of violence which pervades
the whole of the novel- This was the quality which so frightened
the socialist press of America upon the publication of The Iron
Heel. The brutality which characterizes the conflict between the
revolutionists and the oligarchy is graphic enough, "It was
warfare dark and devious, replete with intrigue and conspiracy,
plot and counterplot. And behind it all, ever menacing, was
death, violent and terrible. "205 London, however, went on to
describe the subterranean execution of traitors by drumhead courts
of revolutionary justice. "The one thing we could not afford to
fail in was the punishment of our own traitors. • .In fact, so
terrible did we make ourselves, that it became a greater peril
to betray us than to remain loyal to us. "2°° All this London
foresaw, and excused as born of revolutionary necessity—a grim
reminder of how the slogan would be used to rationalise terrorism
in the twentieth century.
The closing sections of The Iron Heel deal with the abortive
revolt. In this defeat, London demonstrates some sympathy for
Everhard, the leader, but has very little good to say for the
working class masses as they rise in revolt. He characterises
the masses as a "Roaring Abysmal Beast," with only the aim of
destruction in mind and powe; less to serve any purpose other than
that of providing cannon-fodder for the Mercenaries. ' In short,
the mass of work-slaves is pictured as a headless monster, capable
2
°5lbid., 213.
206 ibid .. 214.
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only of blindly thrashing about. By direct contrast, ha shows
an opan admiration for tha efficiency of the capitalist masters:
And through It all, with a serenity and certitude that was
terrifying, continued to rise the form of that monster of
the ages, the Oligarchy. With iron hand and iron heel it
mastered the surging millions, out of confusion brought
order, out of the very chaos wrought its own foundation
and structure. zue
Thus, though he preached the glory of the socialist
revolution, London's distaste for the masses and his enthusiasm
for the organisation and discipline of the oligarchy showed
through. It is significant to note that in The Iron Heel the
"Brotherhood of Man" did not come about during Everhard 'a life
time. Its realisation is Indicated only in the footnotes. This
strongly suggests that London could not really visualise the
arrival of a socialist society during his own time, due to his
lack of faith in the socialist movement.
The Iron Heel is interspersed with liberal doses of
Marxism, but the most vivid and memorable characteristic Is
the description of the hero, Ernest Everhard. Throughout the
constant warfare, both intellectual and physical, Everhard strides
ever forth as the leader, head and shoulders above the crowd of
puny working class degenerates who follow and deify him.
Martin Zden
It has been made explicit in this study that London's
major fictional heroes are to a great degree autobiographical.
Certainly it has been shown that this is the case with Wolf
20dThe Iron Heel, 202.
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Larson and Ernest Everhard. In a number of ways, there are great
similarities between the London hero model as noted in The Sea
Wolf and in The Iron Heel . The same holds true for London's self-
acclaimed fictional autobiography
—
Kartin Eden .
There are, however, certain problems which arise because
London did consciously create r^artin Eden as an autobiographical
character. In many ways, however, !<artin Eden is less autobiograph-
ical than either Wolf Larsen or Ernest Everhard. London wrote too
eloquently of how he felt and changed too much of what he actually
did. "A man may shine, autoblographically speaking, as great and
good, and yet have a very commonplace life record, which falls far
behind his autoideolisation." 2 9 Thus it seems best to accept
Martin Eden not as a real history, but as an earnest and truthful
record of what London would have been, had he not been limited by
his own weaknesses.
With hindsight, most commentators maintain that Martin Eden
was one of London 1 I most powerful novels. There are weak
parts (particularly the conclusion), but on the whole it is sus-
tained and effective. Upon publication, the novel was met with
generally disapproving reviews. The establishment press rather
unanimously condemned it as another of London's socialist
propaganda tracts. The socialist press, however, soundly accused
tha undisciplined author of a further glorification of individual-
ism.
20
^Review of Martin Eden , by Jack London, The Independent .
67(0ct. 2S, 1909), 980.
21°See, for example, the references in Geismar, Foner,
0' Conner, and Joan London.
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There was one characteristic of Martin Eden which reviewers
from both sides of the political spectrum agreed upon. They
credited London with his earlier successes in depicting the lust
of battle and the violence of nature. But nearly all the critics
condemned London's attempt to describe the more delicate pro-
cesses of a man's reasoning or a woman's heart. "His occasional
attempts to portray the finer, higher types of men and women
result not in real people, not even in caricatures, but simply
in lay figures, puppets from which not blood but sawdust would
exude, should we pierce the surface. "211 it is this lack of
comprehension for his own limitations which looms as London's
most conspicuous fault in Martin Sden .
If Martin Eden was not well received among the critics and
reading public, it became a guidebook, inspiration, justification
and Sacred Writ to young writers who followed London. It was
widely accepted as the writer's version of the Moratlo Alger fable
with a bitter twist at the end. By its attack upon the incompet-
ence and inhumanity of magazine editors and literary critics,
"artln Eden was a soothing balm for the ruffled egos of many
frustrated writers. If nothing else, it is the story of the
eternal conflict between hard-headed editors arid inspired writers,
both directed by self-interest.
Basically the plot structure of Martin Eden is simple enough.
The scenes are set in and about London* s old stomping grounds of
Oakland, California. The theme is one of London's favorites!
the attempt of a rude, uncouth, and Ignorant man to civilise and
2llprederic Tabor Cooper. "Primordialism and Some Recent
Books," The Bookman. 30(Nov., 1909), 279.
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educate himself* In this case, the hero meets a young woman who
symbolizes all the graciousness and goodness of middle class
society. London characterises the unfinished (and untainted)
Martin Eden as a sailor whose destiny hitherto has been aimlessly
adrift around the world, from port to port with "no ambitions, no
standards, no definite scheme of life, companioned by vile man and
viler women."212
The young hero is introduced to the parlor floor of society
—
the Korse home—after he has employed his native talent for street
fighting in order to rescue Arthur J'orse, a university student.
Morse Invites Eden to dinner and he meets the sister. Ruth. The
sailor and street ruffian immediately falls in love with Ruth
Morse and all she represents— the gracious prosperity and politeness
of middle class life. To Eden, Ruth "was a pale, ethereal creature,
with wide, spiritual blue eyes and a wealth of golden hair. • •
she was a spirit, a divinity, a goddess; such sublimated beauty
was not of the earth."^ He was immediately mastered by the
desire to reach her in the scale of society.
This one evening in the environment of the Morse home and
in the presence of Ruth Morse baptised I'-artin Eden with the water
of ambition. His determination to fit himself to become her mate
changes his whole outlook on life. His new life is charged with
the enthusiasm of a young superman who has determined to better
himself through education. In the grand London tradition, it is
a mighty, bull-necked, muscular struggle to acquire all-knowledge
212 Ibld .
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all at once* The sailor-sweat stands out on him in the public
library as he tries to conquer Darwin, Ilaeckel, and Spencer,
Martin HM*I studies soon lead him to hla particular clue
to the life and mystery of things* Biology becomes his source,
"First Frinciples" his bible, and Herbert Spencer hie prophet*
The explanation of nature and society based upon the sole cri-
terion of strength greatly appeals to Eden's own sense of power*
Hie supreme confidence to win out against all odds reflects his
tenacity born only of supreme self-assurance* Previously his
abilities had manifested themselves in terms of physical strength*
Now his determination to better himself in order to win (and
deserve) the love of Ruth Korse directs him toward adding another
dimension—that of the mind*
All this time Ruth's relation to Sden is that of a prim
school-marm trying to guide a young bull through society, accord-
ing to the best rules of the middle class* Though he totally
submits himself to Ruth (he even gives up cigarettes for her),
the hero is also profoundly influenced by Herbert Spencer. The
conflict which results is ostensibly between Ruth's sense of
propriety and Spencer's message of realism and materialism*
Actually, it is a case of Ruth Mores and Martin Eden being unable
and unwilling to reach each other on the spiritual plane*
Eden 1 8 education leads him to the conclusion that he has
great thoughts within himself and that he must write* The reader
is givsn to understand that ths hero is bursting with ideas, but
he also sees a writing career as a short cut to wsalth and
respectability* As an aspiring writer, Martin Eden goes at it
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with tho muacular vehemence characteristic of Jack London,
The middle chapters of tho novel contain the hero's struggle
with editors, with the disapproval of Ruth to whom he is now
engaged, and with lack of faith in him on all sides* He starve*
and endures great hardships, but his optimism allows him to
perform prodigious tasks with the pen. Though he maintains com-
plete confidence in himself, he displays a "snarling rebellion
against the slowness of his progress which leaves upon the
reader f s mind the impression of a prolonged whine ."214
Once Martin Eden becomes well-launched on the path toward
success, he begins to see through the shallow bourgeois hypocrisy
of the Morse family. He al30 realizes that Ruth has certain
intellectual and human inadequacies. This discovery serves only
to increase the physical attraction which they share for each
other. Their engagement comes as a shock to Mr. and tfr3. "orse,
but the parents restrain themselves in hopes that Ruth will coat
to her senses and end the affair.
One of the greatest sources of frustration for the hero is
the lack of sympathy and encouragement which Ruth gives him in
his efforts to be a writer. On numerous occasions he reads her
his work, but she is totally unable to evaluate its quality. She
recognises the power of his writing, but not the beauty of his
realism. In fact, Eden's attempts at beauty in realism provoked
from her such indignant comments as "degrading" and "nasty."
The break between the lovers is the result of Eden's persistent
refusal to surrender his literary ambitions and take a Job. Just
21/>Coopor, 260.
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as ht is on the verge of becoming a successful writer , M
yields to so ressure and breaks th» engagsmsr.
roughout the novel, fart in Sden maintains his faith in
individualism and his worship of Spencer* He occasionally attends
socialist meetings, but his most profound confrontation with
sociilisT If his association with Brissenden, a consumptive poet
and cynic. 3rlssenden alone recognises Sden v s talents and tries
to convert him to the socialist movement. His relationship with
the poet seems to fill some of the void left by Ruth's refusal
to see him. Then. Brissenden succumbs to his chronic ailment
and Martin Eden is left adrift, alienated from his family and
criends and still without that lone-sought success*
At this point, one of his controversial essays enjoys a
phenomenal success, and overnight Eden's name is on the lips of
editors across the cou Overwhelmed with requests for
material, the budding celebrity hurls back at the editors the
stacks of manuscripts which they had previously rojected but this
time accept. In the space of a few weeks he becomes wealthy even
though he has written nothing new* He becomes obsessed with the
rewards of "work performed. " ' e had been degraded and humiliated
while he worked sixteen hours a day over his writing, but when
success finally arrives it means little to him.
His thoughts went around and around in a cycle. The
center or that circle was "work performed": it ate «t his
brain like a deathless maggot. • .Every affair of life
around him that penetrated through his senses Immediately
related itself to "work performed. " He drove .long the
path of restless logic tnat he was nobody, nothing, '.art
Eden, the hoodlum, and Mart Zden, the sailor, had been
real, had been he| but Martin EdenI the famous writer did
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not exist. -
In the end, hie literary success makes accessible to him
all that he had previously desired—money, security, respectability
and Huth Morse's love. But his disillusionment is complete. Life
for I artin Eden is no longer worth the struggle. He refuses to
te any mere. In desperation, he decides to wind up his business
affairs and to sail for the South Facific, On board ship, the
futility of his existence becomes overpowering and he see's rest
at the bottom of the sea, Martin Eden's suicide is an ominous
portend of the way in which Jack London was to end his own life
eight years later.
As a novel, I^artin Sden is extremely forceful. As an auto-
biography, it is a failure. Wolf Larsen and Ernest Everhard are
also autobiographical characters in London's fiction, but they are
different. They represent the ideal man that London had always
wanted to be. Martin Eden, a consciously created self-image,
represents the ideal man that London thought he was. London must
have been aware of the conflicts inherent in his life and fiction.
In trying to resolve this conflict in the novel, Martin Eden , he
only increased his own frustrations over the enigma* The very
nebulous nature of the conclusion attests to t. is.
Apart from its autobiographical nature, Martin Eden is one
of the angry books of American literature. It is very much in the
manner of Richard aright 's Black boy^^ As a desperate novel of
apprenticeship, artln I^den is a tragic native success story. But
2l
^artin Eden . 4,
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in aura of mystery still surrounds London's central theme. Wee
It an epic story of the proletarian struggle, or a case history
il 2nd human pathology? The truth Is that it is epic
i par : at once. London, of course, claimed otherwise.
L915j n e <*rote: "Lots of people read The Sea aolf . no one
discovered hat it was an attack upon the super-man philosophy.
Later on. . .1 vrote another novel that was an attack upon the
super-man idea, namely my Martin Sden . Nobody discovered that
this *as such an attack."* The reader can hardly be blamed
for missing London's message. It is inherent in the character-
isation of ''artin Eden that he is a rampant individualist,
stampeding toward goals whic.i are totally inconsistent with
socialism.
in "'•.'> .-3 4 ./olf and The Iron Ifcol . the hero of Martin
"
Jen totally dominates tho novel. The development of this
'.tral character consumed so MOO of tho author's energy that
he hardly bothered with the other personalities in the story.
^n^oed, the novel suffers because only Martin Eden comes to
11 fe. 2 *9 7hG other persons are characterized only in terms of
ir inter-actions with the hero. Zven liuth .'.orse, the heroine
turned deserter, is endowed with human qualities ouly in the
first part of the novel. Once Eden loses his love for her she
'• oco-er littll Tl thai I MlhlliW *f the Ac.
__
218Hendrick and Shepard, 463.
21
"3am S. Bask«t. introduction to Martin Eden , by Jack
London, (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 195o), XVII.
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London's characterization of I'artin Eden as the total man
—
muscular, handsome, sexy, and primordial— is very similar to that
of Wolf Larsen and Ernest Sverhard. Through the eyes of Ruth,
the reader is confronted with the typical London self-ima/re: "Her
;e rested for i moniunt on the muscular neck, heavy corded, almost
bttll-111 3, I roAzed by the sun, spilling ever with rugged health
' strength."220 To ^uth Morse, and to the reader a3 well, Martin
in loorcs as a combination of civilized man and son of nature,
miraculously combined in one organic beir
• . .she looked upon I'artin Eden as a novelty • • .in similar
ways she had experienced unusual feelings when she looked at
wild animals in the menagerie, or when she witnessed a storm
of wind, or shuddered at the bright-ribbed lightning. The
blaze of tropic suns was in his face, and in his swelling
resilient muscles was the primordial vigor of life. 221
Throughout the novel there is the latent suggestion of sex
appeal. Eden regarded Ruth as such a delicate, beautiful thing,
an "ethereal creature," that he could not conceive of a carnal
relationship with her. Ruth, on the contrary, was very much
attracted to the masculinity, the primordial vigor which she saw
in the hero. It is by 3uth f s initiation that their love enters
physical sphere: "T> en arose in her the inrulsc to lean
against him, to rest herself against hi s strer.gth--a vague, half-
formed impulse, which, even ^s she considered it, mastered her
and made her lean toward him."222
London's fascination with his own body is constantly suggested
220Marbin Eden . 10.
221 Tbid., 63.
222 Ibld .. 160.
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by Martin Zden'e relationship with Ruth Morse. It is his relation-
ship, however, with the consumptive Brissenden which reveals the
active narcissism in Martin Eden. After having nearly been
strangled by Eden, Brissenden exclaims! "Ah, you young Creek!
I wonder if you take Just pride in that body of yours. Tou are
devilishly strong. You are a young panther, a lion cub. Well,
well, it is you who must pay for that strength.
"
22^ rfhen asked
what his last statement meant, Brissenden replies! "Because of
the women. They will *orry you until you die." *
There is another aspect in Martin Eden which shows London*
s
preoccupation with himself. The hero is engaged in a never-ending
process of self-evaluation. In so doing, he reveals another of
London^ personality quirks—his self-identification with the
white man as a race of superior beings. This theme is latent in
' irtin ^dlen as compared to much of London's fiction. It does,
however, come to the surface in places! "The brown sunburn of
his face surprised him. He had not dreamed he was so black. He
rolled up his shirt-sleeve and compared the white underside of
his arm with his face. Yes, he was a white man, after all." 2 *
As suggested in The Sea Wolf and The Iron Heel . London
wrote his own success story into the characterisation of his major
heroes. In Martin Eden the Horatio Alger motif becomes the back-
bone of the plot structure. The story takes Eden from an ignorant
22 3 lbld .. 160.
22 $ Ibld .. 32.
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and impoverished sailor at the bottom of the social pit through
his rise on the social scale to wealth, education, and something
approximating respectability. During this struggle for the top,
Eden's characterization is manifested by two different, though
somewhat complimentary, motives: on the one hand, he has deep
feelings of shame for his own origins in the working class; on
the other hand, his ambition directs his efforts toward middle
class aspirations.
While both of these motives ostensibly result from Eden's
desire to reach Ruth Morse and to win her love, they are more
directly the result of his own individuality and self-confidence.
The hero most openly demonstrates the humiliation he feels as
part of the working class when he compares his previous women
with his idealization of Ruth. At his own level of society he
sees
• • .the weak and sickly faces of the girls of the factories,
and the simpering, boisterous girls from the south of
Market. • .frowsy, shuffling creatures from the pavements of
tfhltechapel, gin-bloated hags of the stews, and all the
vast hell's following of harpies, vile-mouthed and filthy,
that under the guise of monstrous female form prey upon
sailors, the scrapings of the ports, the scum and slime of
the human pit. 226
At the same time, Eden felt the taint of his own class. His own
ambitions drove him upwards, but nhe felt the fingers of his own
class clutching at him to hold him down." 22 ' This restraint made
him all the more resentful of his humble origins.
Upon visiting the Morse home, however, his ambitions were
226 Ibid.. 5.
227 Ibid., U5.
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fired, "fere was intellectual lift, he thought, and here was
beauty, wars and wonderful as ha had never dreamed it could be.
He forgot himself and stared at her with hungry eyes* Here was
something to lire for, to win to, to fight for—ay, and die
ror# n22d Kartin Kden had seen his Shangri-La. What regained
for him was to achieve It. At this point, his dynamic Individual-
ity and self-assurance take over. To Ruth, Eden says of her
society: "I want it. I want it now. I want to breathe air like
you get in this house—air that is filled with books, and pictures,
and beautiful things, where people talk in low voices an v are
clean, an' their thoughts are clean. The air I always breathed
was mixed up with grub an* house rent an 9 scrappin* an* boose
an' that's all they talked about, too."229
The drama of the novel is Martin Eden , s tenacity in pursuit
of his goal. The tone of his struggle is set early: "I'm Just
as good as them, and if they do know lots that I don't, I could
learn 'm a few myself, all the same."230 During the early stages
of his struggle, Eden consoles himself by noting his physical
superiority: "He grew conscious of the muscled mechanism of his
body and felt confident that he was physically their master." 231
He soon becomes conscious of his ability to learn. He acquires a
228 Ibid., 8.
229Ibld.. 56.
23°Ibid., 15.
231 IfcU., 25.
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supreme confidence. No longer the humble working class aspirant,
he has become the Invincible young superman. *, It , s up to me to
make good. I will be the man. I will make myself the man. I
will make good."2 ^ 2
As ?'artin Eden begins to taste the fruits of education, he
discovers various political philosophies. He also frequents
socialist meetings. He is at first baffled by Marx, Ricardo,
Adam Smith, and Will. Then, he finds Herbert Spencer, his light
and guiding star. Quito obviously, Spencerianism was immediately
comprehensible to Kartin Eden because it provided the total
Justification for his raison d+etre . It fed his individualism
and fired his own self-confidence*
He was drunken with comprehension. At night, asleep, he
lived with the ,cr;ods in colossal nightmare; and awake, in
the day, he went around. • .gazing upon the world he had
just discovered. • .At table he failed to hear the con-
versation about petty and ignoble things, his eager mind
seeking out and following cause and effect in everything
before him. In the meat on the platter he saw the shining
sun and traced its energy back through all its transforma-
tions to its source a hundred million miles away, or traced
its enerry ahead to the moving muscles in his arms that
enabled him to cut the meat, and to the brain wherewith he
willed the muscles to move to cut the meat, until with
inward gaze, he saw the sun shining in his brain. *33
This is Martin Eden f s interpretation of Spencer. He makes it
highly personalized and turns it inward to illuminate his abundant
strength and capabilities. It was in this characterisation of
Martin Eden that London made his hero memorable. He comes alive
as the spirit of youth endowed with magic gifts of fire, energy,
232 ibld .. 92.
233lbld.. 100.
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and optimism.
In viow of Eden's ambitions and self-assurance, it is not
surprising that he totally rejects the socialist movemen
"oughout the novel, the socialists are portrayed as a "miserable
ass of weaklings and inefflcients who perish according to biolog-
ical law on the ragged confines of life. They were unfit ,« 23^
Indeed, there are only two individuals from the socialist movement
*ho are described in any detail* One is a clever Jew whose "stooped
and narrow shoulders and weasened chest proclaimed him the true
child of the crowded ghetto.
"
2^5 The other is Martin Eden's
adrrirer, Brlssenden, whose socialism is extremely unorthodox.
Though Martin Eden is accused of being a socialist he
actually abhorred the socialist philosophy. "As for myself, I am
an individualist. I believe the race is to the swift, the battle
to the strong, f.uch is the lesson I have learned from biology. • •
I am an individualist and individualism is the hereditary and
eternal foe of socialism." 2^ As in The Sea Wolf and The Iron
Heel . London takes the characterisation of his self-image past
the normal limits of individualism and into the murky realm of
anarchy. Confronted by the hypocrisy of the middle class for
which he had struggled. Martin Eden cries out in frustration:
I am a reactionary— so complete a reactionary that my
position is incomprehensible to you who live in a veiled
?K Ibid., 302.
235
lbl4.
236 Ibld .. 237.
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lie of social organization. • .Nietzsche was right. The
world belongs to the strong—to the strong who are noble
as well and who do not callow in the swine-trough of trade
and exchange. The world belongs to the true noblemen, to
the ~reat blond beasts, to the non-compromisers, to the
yes-sayers. • And they will eat you up, you socialists
;ho ire afraid of socialism and who think yourselves
individualists. . .There aren't half a dozen individualists
in Oakland, but Martin Eden is one of thorn. 2 -5 '
This is the dominant theme throughout the novel. Any appeal for
the socialist movement in Martin 2den was lost to London , s en-
thusiasm for the portrayal of his hero as "the man on horseback."
When Eden addresses a gathering of socialists on the inevitable
defeat of the masses by the superior men of society, the socialists
are ^iven only a few unorganized sentences to reply. Even
Brissenden's affirmation of socialism loses effectiveness because
he is a physical weakling who cynically observes life from the
sidelines and eventually kills himself to escape his infirmity.
The weak cries of socialism that can be found provide poor com-
petition for the strong, attractive Martin Eden who, by sheer
force and ability, is overcoming his disadvantages of birth and
circumstance.
A final observation about Fart in Eden is London's character-
istic theme of violence and brutality. Though it is more latent
in this novel than in either The Sea Wolf or The Iron Heel , it
provides, nevertheless, an incesaant undertone to the narrative.
The references to Martin Eden's strength as a source of violence
are numerous. The most striking example of how violence is in-
corporated in the characterization of the hero is his extended
bloody fight with Cheeee-Face. The struggle is carried out over
237 Ibld .. 297.
Va period of several years* Finally, the two cone together for
one last fight to tho finis .
It ie obvious that London was trying to develop a direct
analogy ^et»een -Jen* 5 physical victory ovor Cheese-race and his
conquest if the middle class* As with all his scenes of violence.
London's narrative is vivid and dramatic. The i'i^ht is vicious
and orutal. toward the end. Cneese-Faco looms up as "a bloody
sojmthing before him that was not a face but a horror, an
oscillating, hideous, gibbering, namoloss thing. "^ But finall.
the fight is over and £den exalts: "I licked you. Cheese-?acel
It too;, me eleven years, but I licked you." 2^"
A.doa concludes Martin 2den with the suicide of the hero.
Critics differ widely as to <hat the last few pages of the novel
the suicide really mean. In any case, the critics are
unanimous in rejecting the motif which London himself asserted.
It is very hard to see this struggle for success and subsequent
disillusionment as an indictment of individualism. This is mainly
to the fact that Kartin -den. the inspired, comes through
much more crediuly than does /'art in Eden, the disillusioned*
learly, London has assigned Ms own personal chaos to his
characters* Rftth the same is true of aelf Larsen and Ernest
Crerhard* If London was really trying to indict individualism
and to promote socialism, Martin Zden offers ample evidence of
the author's schisoid personality* Though the novel was written
when London was barely over thirty years old, it probably reflects
2 3flrbld *. 126.
2 39Ibid., 127.
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the boredom and despair which would eventually drive him to suicide.
Conclusion
Analysed both individually and collectively, Jack London's
three major novels--The Sea Wolf . The Iron Heel , and Martin Eden—
provide valuable insights into the political nature of the author
and of his fiction. Viewed individually, the three novels which
were published in 1904, 1908, and 1909, respectively, represent
definite trends in the development of the author. Taken collec-
tively, the novels and their respective central characters reveal
much of London's self-image and the enigma of his personality.
Structurally, each of the three novels is unique. The
conflict between Wolf Larsen and Humphrey Van Weyden is dramatised
within the confines of the schooner "Ghost." The Iron Heel is
structurally different from any of London's other fiction. The
drama of The Iron Heel revolves around the author's romantic
characterization of Ernest Everhard as a maximum leader during
the chaos of class conflict and revolution. Martin Eden
P of course,
derives its plot structure from London's own struggle out of the
social pit to the heights of literary success.
While the plot structures of the three novels are different,
there are several elements which seem Inherent through this sampl-
ing of fiction. The most dominant, of course, is the characterisa-
tion of London's fictional heroes. The number of similar physical
and intellectual traits common among Wolf Larsen, Ernest Everhard,
and Martin Eden is striking. As has been discussed in this chapter,
each of the heroes is described as a near-perfect physical speciman.
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They are all endowed with the rugged handsomeness and aristocratic
superiority of the Nistsschean superman. They are all true in-
tellectuals, as well, but only through the hard graft of self-
education. I£ach is the embodiment of a Horatio Alger success
story. In short, the three heroes provide an accurate composite
o~ what London both wanted to be and thought he was—the total
individualist, the superman on horseback. *
There are several other persistent themes which London
employed in the three novels. The hero of each is quite obviously
a self-glorification by the author. However, in each case the
relationship between author and hero is something more. The
central character is always standing around flexing his muscles
and letting the author thrill to the touch as he translates to
prose the fantastic masculinity and muscularity that he finds.
Indeed, it seems a little too much when wolf Larsen observes
Van ..eyden admiring his muscles and commands him, "Feel them." ^
Van .Veyden reacts much as would Jack London looking in a mirror:
"They -<ere hard as iron. • .muscles were softly crawling and
shaping about the hips, along the back, and across the shoulders
• •
.
"
^ In this respect, the guiding Influence in London's
life was not Marx, but Narcissus. **
The theme of racism has also been noted in the three novels.
2/
*°Lay, 49.
2UTho Sea Wolf , 99.
242
Ikll.
2/f3 Geismar, 191.
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Though it Is not so overt as in some of London 1 s other fiction,
it is broadly implied. In each case, the central character was
described as a sort of blond, Nordic beast, innately superior
to all the lesser peoples of the earth. The idea that this type
of superior man is also an American is liberally implied in
The Iron Heel and Kartin Eden * Equally common among the three
novels are the complimentary themes of violence and primordial! sm.
The Sea ..olf and The Iron Heel are truly dominated by scenes of
violence. I^artln Eden , also, has a very marked undertone of
violence and brutality. In each novel, the central figure emerges
as the strongest of the strong, the most violem, of the violent.
Without exception, London seeks justification for his heroes*
brutal instincts by characterising them as primordial beings,
thereby exempt from the restrictions of twentieth century society.
The three novels illustrate quite adequately that there is a
political and social message in the fiction of Jack London. The
three central characters—all semi-autobiographical heroes—dra-
matically illuminate rampant individualism which was manifested
in both the author f s life and in his fiction. It must be conceded
that London sincerely believed that socialism was the visible
solution for twentieth century society. Nevertheless, the message
which was delivered by his fiction can only be interpreted as a
glorification of individualism and a primitive lust for violence.
The primordialism of his heroes epitomized London* s rejection of
the civilization which limited his own individualism. Martin Eden
carried this motif to its extreme by rejecting the restrictions of
life altogether, and sought escape and release in death.
CHAPTER VI
The Final Verdict
The life and fiction of Jack London provide an unlimited
eource of study. During hie forty years, he lived a truly ro-
mantic adventure* Several of his literary efforts remain as
fresh and exciting today as when he wrote them over fifty years
a£0« He was a product of his times and his fiction reveals the
hopes, despairs, and illusions of his generation. This paper
has been an attempt to evaluate London* s fiction in the light of
his life and times. In many respects, however, it has been im-
possible to completely disentangle the facts from London's fan-
tasy of himself.
Certainly. London was a precocious boy with an excellent
physique and a brillant mind. As a man he was excessively
sociable, generous, and likable. He was a potentially great
man, but his possibilities for greatness were almost wholly lost
2.LL
to self-deception. His life was a doubls tragedy. Publicly,
hie fiction was never entirely satisfactory; privately, hie own
life ended in failure. "At the root of both lies the fantasy
which ruled him—the regressive myth of the primitive, barbaric
hero.«2^5
**«mmlmmf< 95.
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This Is a myth which Is, of course, universal with all
boys. The child imagining himself as an outlaw, pirate, or
frontiersman is not unique to any era or locale. It is part of
the adolescent f s resistance to growing up and becoming civilized.
v
'ost boys become men and put the myth behind them. 5ut nearly
all adults retain some attraction for the fantasy of the primi-
tive hero. This is evidenced by the continuing popularity of
London's fiction. The only thing that distinguishes London from
other men is that he was ruled by the myt. throughout his life.
His constant need was to imagine himself as a swaggering lord of
creation, and he strove to be the glorified superman. In such
a role he had no use for civilised people. From his reading of
Darwin, Spencer and Nietssche he justified the self-image around
which he created his major works.
Lon ion's personal tragedy sprang from his extraordinary
combination of physical strength and personal awareness. Without
such strength, he would have had to let the fantasy remain a
fantasy, without his awareness, he would not have driven himself
to destruction by trying to realise an adolescent dream. His
love for strength and violence drove him to seek the unattainable.
Ke tried to express this dilemma in the fury of his fiction, but
the effort demanded more than he could sustain. With the exception
of The Call of the ^ild . every novel he attempted begins powerfully,
but falters somewhere near the middle. The same was true with his
personal relationships. He was always intellectually disappointed
by his associations with men, and sexually frustrated by his
involvements with women. Even in his quest for a male heir he
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was haunted by failure. The result of London 1 3 frustrations
was his expression of power In terms of brutality, coercion,
and -Jestruetion. He was incapable of expressing In posltlre
terms the creation of human values. Thus, his Intrinsic literary
value was freatly diminished. 2^
-Ullrt or Superpun?
In spite of his own Inadequacies, London expressed the
sympathies of his generation. 2^? The contradiction which haunted
American society was manifested with particular clarity In his
Lift and fiction. On the one hand, he was soci lly conscious!
on the thf, he was highly individualistic, iith one breath
he extolled the virtues of Varx, and with the next glorified
the ideas of Nietssche. :\e onse claimed that Martin 2den died
because he was an individualist, but in the end, London himself
tooV- the suicide route.
In retrospect, his socialism is a source of confusion.
Throughout his life he struggled to rise out of the social pit.
3 "ietion often revealed his outright contempt for the men-
Mty and v lues of the wording class. He was attracted to
socialism not because he was a worker, but because he was re-
bellious, gregarious, and idealistic. Through Martin Eden, he
admired tie socialist arguments because they carried intellectual
conviction. He was especially thrilled by the socialist movement
because of its potential strength and the violence which it
2U>Pattee, H2.
2/»? Ibld .. 121.
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threatened. 2*^ This is manifested repeatedly in The Iron Heel .
That London was a complete individualist has been
repeatedly illustrated in this paper. Ha was enthralled by life
as a struggle for existence. He thrilled at the aspect of
survival of the fittest. He read Darwin and Spencer as a
Justification for his personal quest for success and wealth.
Throughout his fiction, he wrote his self-image into the
characters of his major heroes. His three primitive heroes
—
.'olf Larsen, Ernest Everhard, and TJartin Eden—vividly il-
lustrate London's narcissism. He was infatuated with his en
muscular body and handsome face. He character! :;od himself in
fiction as the aristocratic lUetzschean superman. He idealized
t'.e concept of the self-made man, who had fought his way to
the top by the force of his own strength. Finally, London was
titillated by the violence and brutality which his heroes
(personified by Wolf Larsen) rained down upon the inferior
creatures of society. 2^9 His individualism was a kind of ego-
mania waich could only achieve satisfaction in self-destruction.
The other themes from London's fiction are simply logical
conclusions of his individualism. As the product of a certain
strain of men wiiose roots traced back to primordial IJordic
ancestry, he saw himself as the prototype of the twentieth
century Viking, tfhile London assaulted the bastions of middle
diss society, the blond, blue-eyed giants of his fiction
stormed down out of the North to subdue the inferior races
2^8Kaiin, d6.
2/f90rahara, 56.
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of the iartl . With Mplinr., he paired the dre«m of Anglo-
Saxon supremacy orer black, Vrown, and yellow peoples. The
^elusion of such extreme individualism, as a part
a racial doctrine, Is tho emergence of a leader. This
leaderrMf principle Is Implied throughout London's fiction,
but it is *so£t clearly articulated In Ernest Everhard's role
a6 the rraximum leader in The Iron !'eel .
Q 'mate Legacy
ire are, of course, the obvious similarities betweer
t u s | ring concepts of London's fiction and the fundamentals
of ttftafcietfe century fisciss.™ London claimed to be a socialist,
but i: iifi lad rittiOl he evolved many of the myths which
were to become fiscist doctrine. The most etrik'ns of these
are v is concepts of Social nism, v'ietsscheanism, racism,
and imperialism,
v o is, however, a more sigr ificant relationship
between London and the faecist movement. It is more accurate
to see London as a product of the lower middle class, than
as a member o' the proletari t. Ls family never faced the
utter hopelessness of the social pit, and London's experience
as a merler cf the working class was limited. His aspirations
to climb through the middle class were born not so much of
hunger as of the desire for respectability and security,
lc obvious that his fiction was not oriented to the
2 5C
' As a source for twentieth century fascism! I have relied
heavily on Oeorge H. Sabine, A History of Political Theory (3rd.:
New York: Holt, Rinehart and rfinston, 1961), 893-914.
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working cla3e. Bftthtr he unconsciously became t it foremost
spokesman of the lower middle class* TIad a census of his most
avi 1 reauers been available, it would have shown the majority
to be of the white-collar group. His fiction offered perfect
vicarious satisfaction to those struggling to keep up tp] -ances
and maintain a precarious status. Ria heroic fantasy was the
compensatory myth o? these people, and his recurrent Horatio
Alger ethic offered them hope. But m03t importantly, London's
turning of power to violence—fighting, coercion, and destruction-
was the specialty of the lover middle class in its sporadic
reversions to savagery, "ven the glorification >f race appealed
to white-collar workers, for they were hard put to maintain self-
reapect. Thus, the American lover siiddle class which idolized
London was not significantly different from that group in German
society which provided the rank and file of the Nazi movement,
i'o say that London, at the time of his death, ..as headed
toward a philosophy which coincided with fascism may be an
over- statement. There are indicationc, however, that he was
thoroughly disilluaio jlth tho socialist movement and somewhat
optical of the logic o: ocratic government. Certainly his
self-inuge and hia infatuation with Ilietxsche had led him to
totally reject human equality as a political principle. Moreover,
his belief in the inherent superiority of certain individuals in
society must have disposed him toward the idea of concentration
o. power in the hands of one man. This type of individual he
251
</hipple, 101.
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vould have characterised as a Wolf Larsen, Ernest Everhard, or
Martin Zden. As for nationalism, London was, by all rights, an
ultra-nationalist. He foresaw the transformation of the Anglo-
Saxon race in the New World environment into a nation more powerful
than any other on earth.
Had London lived into the 1920's and 1930's, it is possible
only to speculate on his reaction to the rise of communist
totalitarianism in Russia and fascist totalitarianism in Germany.
It seems obvious, however, that his basic philosophy would have
led him to the German model. His rejection of democracy at the
end of his life is evidenced by a short story, "The Bones of
Kahekili,"2 ^2 which he wrote only five months before his deathl
•I *111 answer you, v said Hardman Pool. • It is because
most men are fools that we, yQUT chiefs, think for you
all days and for days ahead. 12"
But his attraction to fascism is purely speculative. Like the
Nails, London had no use for weaklings. He subscribed to a
philosophy which dictated the inexorable triumph of the strong
over the weak. But most Importantly, London idolised power as
the supreme test of human values. During his life he produced
over fifty books and several short stories. Underlying this
mass of fiction, London left a psychological legacy which found
fulfillment in fascist Germany, rather than in either the
American or the Russian systems.
252Collected in On the Makaloa Mat , published in 1919.
255Jack London, On the Makaloa Mat (New York I The Macmillan
Company, 1919), 17.
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Political Fiction ; Hindsight and Prospectf
This paper has dealt almost in its entirety with an inter-
pretation of Jack London and his fiction. It has, however, been
consciously prepared to demonstrate one method by which political
fiction can be an, lyzed and evaluated. As a model for the study
of political fiction, this paper reveals several significant factors
about the relevance of fiction to the study of politics. In the
first place, it indicates the importance of fiction as a method
for communicating political ideas. London was a very popular,
widely-read author. His fiction expresses political convictions
which are not readily available in any of his public statements
or in any of the many biographies of him. He was an extremely
nationalistic person and felt the newly emerging assertiveness
of the American character at the turn of the century. He was a
contemporary of Theodore Roosevelt and shared the President's
belief in American superiority. By expressing these factors in
his fiction, London was reflecting this new American enthusiasm
as well as inciting it.
Such evidence is as near as the nearest library. That
London's fiction communicates these insights is proof of the
value of political fiction. It transcends textbooks and
scientific terminology in expressing the conceptual relationships
between ideas and experience. As .«olf Larson cowers Humphrey
Van //eyden with a diatribe against the weakness of society and
glorifies the individual's struggle against the elements of
nature, so London was expressing the political myths of twentieth
century America. In identifying and evaluating such political
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Ideas, fiction is indispensable.
Included in this paper is an evaluation of London's socialist
writing and his socialist beliefs. It has, however, been concluded
that his fiction communicates the glorification of power, violence,
individualism, racism, and imperialism as political principles.
Basically, these concepts are abstract expressions of ideologies.
In fiction, however, abstract ideology is transformed into the
tangible teres of human motivations. .us, when Martin Eden,
the muscular boy who has fought his way out of ignorance and
poverty, is repelled by socialism, he expresses the reaction of
a representative character to an Ideological system. Fiction
illuminates the relationship between political ideology sad
human experience better than any other form of communication.
Host Importantly, this paper demonstrates the use of fiction
in the analysis of auman motivations. Politics as the total
spectrum of man's interaction in society must eventually be
reduced to human behavior. This Bay be done by collecting
myriads of data on voter participation or birth rates. But it
may also be accomplished by subjectively interpreting the vast
amounts of available fiction. The analysis of London's fiction
revealed the autobiographical nature of his central characters—
Wolf Larsen, ' rnest Dverhard, and Martin Eden—and the reactions
to their respective environments. By isolating and evaluating
the motivations of each of these characters, s number of conclusive
concepts were arrived at concerning London, his fiction, and his
society.
Fiction is a creative writer's reaction to life, and is
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usually expressed in terms of human behavior. This behavior
may be biological, psychological, or both* But when behavior
is political in nature, it is of interest to political scientists.
Not all fiction directly (or even indirectly) relates human be-
havior to social jower. Not all fiction is credible. In fact,
of all the fiction created during any period, only a small part
may be pertinent to the discipline of political science. This
paper has dealt exclusively with Jack London* s fiction, but it
is only an example of the available fiction whic •. illuminates
political concepts. As did London, many fiction writers have
produced insights into human behavior. The relationship between
political science and political fiction provides a unique challenge
to the discipline of political science. When political scientists
are willing to pick and choose among the available works of fiction,
they will find an almost untapped reservoir of information about
the social behavior of man. It is a source of information which,
by all means, should be exploited in the interest of political
understanding.
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The purpose of this study Is twofold. In the first place,
It Is Intended to demonstrate the validity of fiction as an area
of study within the discipline of political science. Secondly,
It Is an evaluation of the life and literary works of Jack London,
An evaluation of polltlc-il fiction Involves two major con-
sldentlons. The first Is a thorough examination of the writer's
life, his Dolltlcal commitment, and his social environment.
Secondly, the Investigator ne-^d undertake a comprehensive analysis
of one or more of the author's fictional works. The particular
methodology employed In analyzing political fiction will be deter-
mined by the works Involved and tne objectives of the study.
Jack London provides an especially interesting subject for
an Investigation of political fiction. He was active in the arena
of practical politics and professed a high degree of political
commitment. Moreover, he produced a vast amount of fiction, all
of which is heavily infused with political ideas. London
preached a gospel of revolutionary socialism, but a compre-
hensive analysis of his fiction reveals an adherence to concepts
totally alien to socialist doctrine. Thus, London and his fiction
present a paradox which is highly representative of American
society at tne turn of the twentieth century.
This paper included a comparative study of three major
novels
—
The Sea Wolf . The Iron Heel , ird Martin £den . London
claimed that each of these works was devoted to promoting the
socialist cause. The conclusions reached In this investigation
Indicate quite the opposite. The most constant theme In London's
fiction is that of extreme Individualism which is manifested in
pure narcissism. His fiction glorifies the concepts of Herbert
Spencer 9 8 Social Darwinism* His major characters—most are semi-
autobiographical—are New .vorld Nietsschean supermen, infected
with the seal of imperialism and tainted by the blight of racism.
They are blond, blue-eyed Nordics who storm across the face of
the earth, violently and brutally subduing the inferior peoples
in the name of American assertiveness.
The conclusion of this paper suggests that London* s works
are highly representative of the American political mind at the
beginning of this century. As did London 1 s fiction, American
society gave tacit concern to social reform. Its energy and
enthusiasm, however, were directed toward a new aggressiveness
in world politics. In pursuit of new frontiers to conquer, the
United States was a nation becoming aware of power such as the
world had never before known. It seems, then, that Jack London
was influenced by his environment and, in turn, he influenced
his vast reading public by reinforcing its basic nationalistic
preconceptions.
As a model for the study of political fiction, this paper
reveals several critical factors concerning the relevance of
fiction to the study of politics. It illustrates the importance
of fiction as a method for communicating political ideas. It
demonstrates the significance of fiction by illuminating the
relationship between political ideology and human experience.
t Importantly, this paper substantiates the use of fiction in
the analysis of human behavior. These functions are both com-
patible and complimentary with the study of politics. Political
fiction is an essential subject within the discipline of political
science.

